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1 Introduction 

This document describes the Cisco Universal Small Cell software product release for R3.7. 

Important: Software for the major, minor and maintenance releases of the Universal Small 

Cell 3000, 5000, 7000 and 9000 product families are available from CloudBaseTM, 

not from cisco.com Software Center. 

The following are some of the key highlights of USC Application Software R3.7: 

Feature Id Feature Title 

FEAT-1097 Support for server resolution with Affinity Phase 2 

FEAT-1172 and FEAT-1214 ActiveSON support for multiple VLAN and Iuh SON Management via SeGW routing 

FEAT-1277 Cisco Data model Reduction 

FEAT-1289 Add new UPTIME and CELLUPTIME counters proving gauge value instead of 

cumulative value 

FEAT-1284 Common means for configuration of all alarms  

FEAT-1290 Inter-Frequency HO to Entry FAP 

FEAT-1212 IKEv2 fragmentation 

FEAT-1291 Configurable SCTP MTU Size 

Table 1: Features for R3. 

Further information about USC R3.7 features can be found in Section 3. 
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2 System Requirements 

2.1 Components 

Software Version: BV3.7.0.29 

Database Version: 1.4.79 

Factory Recovery Platform: V2.99.12 

RMS: RMS 5.2 HF1 

2.2 Compatibility 

The USC Application Software R3.7 is compatible with solution releases SCS5.1MR (RMS 5.2 

HF1). 

The following table shows the supported and dependent products (HNB HW): 

Product Family Product R3.7 

Cisco HW USC5310 Yes 

USC7330 Yes 

SO16 Yes 

USC9330 Yes 

USC3331 Yes 

USC3330 Yes 

Ubiquisys HW (re-

prenting from partner) 

G3-Mini, 

G3-Compact (Half-RAM) 

Yes 

G5 Yes 

G7 Yes 

G9 Yes 

 

[1] Licence restrictions apply to these 16 call hardware variants. 

Product Notes: 

• SO16 is restricted as HSDPA+ and ActiveSON/Iurh 

• USC933x is restricted just as ActiveSON/Iurh 
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3 New and Changed Information 

The following section lists the functionality delivered as part of R3.7. 

Feature Id Feature Title Description 
L

ic
e

n
c
e

 

C
o

n
tro

l 

Iu
h

 

U
S

C
3

x
 

U
S

C
5

x
 

U
S

C
7

x
 

U
S

C
9

x
 

FEAT-1097 Support for server 

resolution with 

Affinity Phase 2 

With this feature, when the FAP 

establishes a connection to the FAP 

GW and the DNS returns IP addresses 

for one or more GWs, the FAP will 

randomly select one of the IP 

addresses/FGWs. The FAP will then 

continue to the use the selected FGW 

(affinity) even during reboots. This 

provides the means to balance the 

FAPs across multiple GWs. 

No R3.7 Yes Yes Yes Yes 

FEAT-1172 

and FEAT-

1214 

ActiveSON support 

for multiple VLAN  

and 

Iuh SON 

Management via 

SeGW routing 

 

The feature supports, addition of 

neighbors which are not present directly 

on the same subnet, but on different yet 

routable subnets, to be added as grid 

members for Intra Frequency HO using 

direct Iurh link.  

Even though the feature describes 

about Indirect Iurh Link via SecGW for 

neighbors present on non-routable 

VLAN, this has not been fully validated 

in SCS5.1MR release and hence is not 

supported and disabled by default in the 

AP and Solution release. 

No R3.7 No Yes Yes Yes 

FEAT-1277 Cisco Data model 

Reduction 

Removal of redundant and approved 

default value parameters from the Cisco 

Data Model which were present at the 

HMS. 

No R3.7 Yes Yes Yes Yes 

FEAT-1289 Add new UPTIME 

and CELLUPTIME 

counters proving 

gauge value instead 

of cumulative value 

This feature implements two additional 

counters 

InternetGatewayDevice.Services.FAPS

ervice.1.PerfMgmt.X_UBIQUISYS_CO

M_Reports.FAPStatus 

.celluptimeGranularityperiod and 

InternetGatewayDevice.Services.FAPS

ervice.1.PerfMgmt.X_UBIQUISYS_CO

M_Reports.FAPStatus 

.uptimeGranularityperiod which would 

indicate the AP and cell up time values 

for a specified 

InternetGatewayDevice.Services.FAPS

No R3.7 Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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Feature Id Feature Title Description 

L
ic

e
n

c
e

 

C
o

n
tro

l 

Iu
h

 

U
S

C
3

x
 

U
S

C
5

x
 

U
S

C
7

x
 

U
S

C
9

x
 

ervice.1.PerfMgmt.X_UBIQUISYS_CO

M_Reports.FAPStatus.CellUptime 

pegging interval. The existing reporting 

interval (uptime) shall be used to report 

these counters. 

FEAT-1284 Common means for 

configuration of all 

alarms  

All supported alarms can now be 

(re)configured with the same reporting 

mechanism using a single override 

parameter from the HMS. The new 

parameter allows changing the 

reporting mechanism of all alarms from 

default to a different common value. 

No R3.7 Yes Yes Yes Yes 

FEAT-1290 Inter-Frequency HO 

to Entry FAP 

This feature allows a grid to operate 

with entry FAPs and inner FAPs to 

operate on different frequency and 

inter-frequency mobility between Entry 

and all Inner FAPs of the grid.  

No R3.7 No Yes Yes Yes 

FEAT-1212 IKEv2 fragmentation There could be an IPsec connection 

failure due to IKEv2 fragmentation at 

the IP layer. With IKEv2 having a key 

size of 2048 and large certificates, and 

operating over IPv6 the IKEv2 packets 

will increase in size and so become 

fragmented at the IP layer. Some 

routers policies may drop these some of 

the IP fragments resulting in IPSec 

connection failure.  

In order to overcome this the IKEv2 

packets can be fragmented at IKEv2 

layer, so they will not be fragmented at 

the IP layer. This feature provides the 

support for IETF spec for IKEv2 

fragmentation which allows IPSec to be 

supported with fragmentation. 

No R3.7 Yes Yes Yes Yes 

FEAT-1291 Configurable SCTP 

MTU Size 

The feature allows the SCTP MTU Size 

to be configurable such that SCTP 

packets could be sent via the tunnel 

without fragmentation if required 

No R3.7 Yes Yes Yes Yes 

3.1 Database Values 

The following changes to the default values in the database have been made since 3.5 MR. The 
default values have been modified in line with configuration settings from the RMS and supported 
functionalities. The database version that supports this load has been updated to UBS-21-23-311 Ubi 
FAP Database Specification 1.4.79, from which the TR-69/ZMS visible parameters UBS-21-23-316 
CISCO HMS FAP Database Specification.xls (Auto Generated) is derived 
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3.1.1 Added/Modified Parameters 

Parameter Name Parameter 
Type 

Min 
Value 

Max 
Value 

Default 
Value 

Reboot 
Required 

HMS Access Comments 

InternetGatewayDev
ice.ManagementSer
ver 

object       

X_UBIQUISYS_CO
M_IPAddressAffinity 

enumeratio
n 

0 2 "Preferred
" 

no reboot read/write Determines how the AP 
chooses the HMS IP address 
from a list returned by DNS: 
FirstEntry - Uses first in list 
Random - Makes a random 
selection every time 
Preferred - Once the 
selection has been made 
once, continues to use the 
selected server for future 
connections 

InternetGatewayDev
ice.Services.FAPSer
vice.1.AccessMgmt 

object       

X_UBIQUISYS_CO
M_MaxPchUsers 

uint32 1 200 24 No reboot read/write The maximum number of 
users that can be in 
CELL_PCH state. This value 
must always be less than 
MaxConcurrentUsers 
otherwise 
MaxConcurrentUsers will 
override this value. 

Cell PCH is not supported in 
this release. 

InternetGatewayDev
ice.Services.FAPSer
vice.1.FAPControl 

object       

OpState boolean 0 1 0 no reboot read Current operational state of 
the FAP as defined in ITU-
X.731.  
If true the FAP is currently 
enabled.  
If false the FAP is currently 
disabled. 
FAP shall set operational 
state to enabled after 
successful provisioning 
unless any of the following 
gating conditions apply 
- IPTiming poor resolution 
(unless overridden by 
changing 
'PoorResolutionBehaviour' to 
'Continue with Service' 
- HomeGateway MAC 
Address change 
- Location change (unless 
overridden by asserting 
OverrideLocationChangeServ
iceInhibition) 
- Invalid Country (unless 
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overridden by asserting 
OverrideInvalidCountryServic
eInhibition) 
 
Note that OpState=true does 
not necessarily mean that the 
FAP is providing service 
since the RF may still be 
disabled due to actions such 
as cell barring, HNB-GW 
initiated deregister, or failure 
of the HNB-GW or SecGW 
connection. 

InternetGatewayDev
ice.Services.FAPSer
vice.1.CellConfig.UM
TS.RAN.FDDFAP.Int
erFreqMeas 

object      

 
HysteresisEvent2b uint32 0 29 4 no reboot read/write Defines the hysteresis for 

inter-freq HO measurement 
when the UE is in Cell-DCH 
state. 
Actual values of the range 
are 0.0 to 7.5 in steps of 14.5. 
The value of 
HysteresisEvent2b divided by 
2 yields the actual value of 
the hysteresis. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.19 

HysteresisEvent2d uint32 0 29 4 no reboot read/write Defines the hysteresis for 
inter-freq HO measurement 
when the UE is in Cell-DCH 
state. 
Actual values of the range 
are 0.0 to 7.5 in steps of 14.5. 
The value of 
HysteresisEvent2d divided by 
2 yields the actual value of 
the hysteresis. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.19 

HysteresisEvent2f uint32 0 29 4 no reboot read/write Defines the hysteresis for 
inter-freq HO measurement 
when the UE is in Cell-DCH 
state. 
Actual values of the range 
are 0.0 to 7.5 in steps of 14.5. 
The value of 
HysteresisEvent2f divided by 
2 yields the actual value of 
the hysteresis. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.19 

InternetGatewayDev
ice.Services.FAPSer
vice.1.CellConfig.UM
TS.RAN.FDDFAP.X
_UBIQUISYS_COM
_StateChangeMeas 

object       

DCHtoFACHTimeTo
Trigger 

uint32 0 21 17 no reboot read/write Time to trigger for transition 
from CELL DCH to CELL 
FACH when inactivity has 
been detected in both UL and 
DL in milliseconds 
The value is the index 
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(starting at zero) into the 
following list of valid values: 
0, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 
120, 160, 200, 240, 320, 640, 
1280, 2560, 5000, 10000, 
15000, 30000, 60000, 
120000, 300000 
Any value other than those 
and the CPE MUST reject the 
request. 

FACHtoPCHTimeTo
Trigger 

uint32 0 21 17 no reboot read/write Time to trigger for transition 
from CELL FACH to CELL 
PCH when inactivity has 
been detected in both UL and 
DL in milliseconds 
The value is the index 
(starting at zero) into the 
following list of valid values: 
0, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 
120, 160, 200, 240, 320, 640, 
1280, 2560, 5000, 10000, 
15000, 30000, 60000, 
120000, 300000 
Any value other than those 
and the CPE MUST reject the 
request. 

FACHtoIDLETimeTo
Trigger 

uint32 0 21 20 no reboot read/write Time to trigger for transition 
from CELL FACH to CELL 
IDLE when inactivity has 
been detected in both UL and 
DL in milliseconds 
The value is the index 
(starting at zero) into the 
following list of valid values: 
0, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 
120, 160, 200, 240, 320, 640, 
1280, 2560, 5000, 10000, 
15000, 30000, 60000, 
120000, 300000 
Any value other than those 
and the CPE MUST reject the 
request. 

PCHtoIDLETimeToT
rigger 

uint32 0 6 5 no reboot read/write Time to trigger transition from 
CELL_PCH to IDLE in 
minutes. The value is the 
index (starting at zero) into 
the following list of valid 
values: 
0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 and 30 

InternetGatewayDev
ice.Services.FAPSer
vice.1.FaultMgmt 

Object       

SupportedAlarmNum
berOfEntries 

uint32 42 42 42 no reboot read The number of entries in the 
.FaultMgmt.SupportedAlarm.{
i}. table. 

MaxCurrentAlarmEnt
ries 

uint32 0 42 42 no reboot read The maximum number of 
entries allowed in the 
.FaultMgmt.CurrentAlarm.{i}. 
table. 

CurrentAlarmNumbe
rOfEntries 

uint32 0 42 0 no reboot read The number of entries in the 
.FaultMgmt.CurrentAlarm.{i}. 
table. 
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X_UBIQUISYS_CO
M_ReportingMechan
ismOverride 

enumeratio
n 

0 4 "Override
Off" 

no reboot read/write Global override for reporting 
mechanism for all alarm 
supported. When an 
individual alarm is reported 
(i.e. expedited, logged or 
queued) this override will be 
applied. The override does 
not apply when the setting of 
an alarm is "3 Disabled". 
When "OverrideOff" is 
selected, the parameter does 
not have any effect on the 
report mechanism of each 
alarm.  Enumeration of: 
0 Expedited 
1 Queued 
2 Logged 
3 Disabled 
OverrideOff 

InternetGatewayDev
ice.Services.FAPSer
vice.1.PerfMgmt.File
Mgmt 

Object       

X_UBIQUISYS_CO
M_UseGzipForCom
pression 

boolean 0 1 1 no reboot read/write Enables or disables PM file 
compression before 
uploading using gzip.  When 
enabled the PM file suffix is 
replaced with .xml.gz in place 
of .xml. 

InternetGatewayDev
ice.Services.FAPSer
vice.1.X_UBIQUISY
S_COM_IPC.Chassi
sModule 

       

RfTxStatus boolean 0 1 0 no reboot read Indicates whether the peer 
module RF is enabled 

OpState boolean 0 1 0 no reboot read Indicates whether this peer 
module is operationally 
enabled 

InternetGatewayDev
ice.Services.FAPSer
vice.1.X_UBIQUISY
S_COM_GeoRedun
dancy 

       

LastUsedSecGWSer
ver 

enumeratio
n 

0 3 "Unknown
" 

no reboot read Indication of which SecGW 
the HNB last connected to 
Enumerations of:- 
SecGWServer1 
SecGWServer2 
SecGWServer3 
Unknown 

RedundancyFailover
Timeout 

uint32 0 30 30 no reboot read/write Timer interval in minutes to 
determine when the HNB 
should trigger a failover to the 
backup security gateway. 
A value of zero disables the 
feature 

InternetGatewayDev
ice.Services.FAPSer
vice.1.CellConfig.UM
TS.RAN.FDDFAP.R
F.X_UBIQUISYS_C
OM_DynamicULPow
erAllocation 

object       
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WeightingTriggerThr
eshold1 

uint32 0 100 60 no reboot read/write The weighting trigger 
threshold as a percentage of 
maximum to apply weighting 
backoff margin 1 to the 
RTWP value 

WeightingTriggerThr
eshold2 

uint32 0 100 70 no reboot read/write The weighting trigger 
threshold as a percentage of 
maximum to apply weighting 
backoff margin 2 to the 
RTWP value 

WeightingTriggerThr
eshold3 

uint32 0 100 90 no reboot read/write The weighting trigger 
threshold as a percentage of 
maximum to apply weighting 
backoff margin 3 to the 
RTWP value 

InternetGatewayDev
ice.Services.FAPSer
vice.1.X_UBIQUISY
S_COM_SON.Provis
ioningInfo 

object       

EnableP2PCommuni
cationViaSecGW 

boolean 0 1 0 no reboot read/write InternetGatewayDevice.Servi
ces.FAPService.1.X_UBIQUI
SYS_COM_SON.Provisionin
gInfo 

P2PTTL uint32 1 255 5 no reboot read/write IP Packet Time to Live 

InternetGatewayDev
ice.Services.FAPSer
vice.1.X_UBIQUISY
S_COM_SON.Peers 

object       

RemoteLANIPAddre
ss 

string 0 64 "" no reboot read LAN IP address of the AP 
derived from the UDP 
packets received from it 

LocalSecureAddress string 7 15 "0.0.0.0" no reboot read Transport mode IPSec local  
tunnel endpoint address - this 
is written by the HNB when 
the tunnel is established to 
the peer.   

InternetGatewayDev
ice.Services.FAPSer
vice.1.X_UBIQUISY
S_COM_Licencing.F
eatures 

object      

 
OpenAccessMode boolean 0 1 0 no reboot read 

Shows whether Open Access 
Mode is licenced for use 

SemiOpenAccessMo
de 

boolean 0 1 0 no reboot read 
Shows whether Semi Open 
Access Mode is licenced for 
use 

Cell_PCH_FD boolean 0 1 0 no reboot read 
Shows whether CELL_PCH 
and fast dormancy is licenced 
for use 

CellBroadCast boolean 0 1 0 no reboot read 

Shows whether Cell 
Broadcast is licenced for use 

LTE_Mob boolean 0 1 0 no reboot read 
Shows whether LTE Mobility 
features including SIB19 and 
CSMT is licenced for use 
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IurhHandover boolean 0 1 0 no reboot read 

Shows whether Iurh based 
hadover is licenced for use 

ActiveSON boolean 0 1 0 no reboot read 

Shows whether Active SON 
is licenced for use 

QSS_HSCO_HANR
_Support 

boolean 0 1 0 no reboot read 
Shows whether support for 
Cisco QSS HSCO and HANR 
is licenced for use 

LIPA boolean 0 1 0 no reboot read 

Shows whether LIPA feature 
is licenced for use 

UL_Traffic_Shaping boolean 0 1 0 no reboot read 
Shows whether UL Traffic 
Shaping feature is licenced 
for use 

Sniff_900MHz boolean 0 1 0 no reboot read 

Shows whether 900 MHz G3 
sniff is licenced for use 

InternetGatewayDev
ice.Services.FAPSer
vice.1.Transport.SC
TP 

Object       

MaxMTUSize uint32 1 1540 1384 no reboot read/write InternetGatewayDevice.WAN
Device.1.WANConnectionDe
vice.1.WANIPConnection.1 

 

3.1.2 Removed Parameters 

Parameter 
Name 

Parameter 
Type 

Min 
Valu
e 

Max 
Value Default Value 

Reboot 
Required 

HMS 
Access Comments 

InternetGateway
Device.Manage
mentServer object             

Username string 0 256 "" reboot none 

Username used to 
authenticate the CPE when 
making a connection to the 
ACS using the CPE WAN 
Management Protocol. 
This username is used only 
for HTTP-based 
authentication of the CPE. 
Note that on a factory reset 
of the CPE, the value of this 
parameter might be reset to 
its factory value. If an ACS 
modifies the value of this 
parameter, it SHOULD be 
prepared to accommodate 
the situation that the original 
value is restored as the 
result of a factory reset. 
Initially set by FAP based on 
factory configuration data, 
but may be overridden by 
HMS 
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Password string 0 256 "" reboot none 

Password used to 
authenticate the CPE when 
making a connection to the 
ACS using the CPE WAN 
Management Protocol. 
This password is used only 
for HTTP-based 
authentication of the CPE. 
When read, this parameter 
returns an empty string, 
regardless of the actual 
value. 
Note that on a factory reset 
of the CPE, the value of this 
parameter might be reset to 
its factory value. If an ACS 
modifies the value of this 
parameter, it SHOULD be 
prepared to accommodate 
the situation that the original 
value is restored as the 
result of a factory reset. 
Initially set by FAP based on 
factory configuration data, 
but may be overridden by 
HMS 

ConnectionRequ
estUsername string 0 256 "" no reboot none 

Username used to 
authenticate an ACS making 
a Connection Request to the 
CPE. 

ConnectionRequ
estPassword string 0 256 "" no reboot none 

Password used to 
authenticate an ACS making 
a Connection Request to the 
CPE. 
When read, this parameter 
returns an empty string, 
regardless of the actual 
value. 

InternetGateway
Device.LANConfi

gSecurity object         none 

This object contains generic 
device configuration 
information. 

ConfigPassword string 0 64 "0000" no reboot none 

A password to allow LAN 
access to protected auto-
configuration services. 
If the CPE supports TR-064 
(LAN-side DSL CPE 
Configuration Protocol), this 
parameter is to be used as 
the "dslf-config" password 
(as defined in TR-064). 
If the CPE has a user 
interface with password 
protection enabled, this 
parameter is also to be used 
as the user password for 
password-protected 
operations. However, this 
parameter MUST NOT be 
used to set the user 
password if the parameter 
InternetGatewayDevice.Use
rInterface.Password-
UserSelectable is True. 
When read, this parameter 
returns an empty string, 
regardless of the actual 
value. 
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InternetGateway
Device.WANDev
ice.1.WANEther
netInterfaceConfi
g object             

Enable boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 
Enables or disables this 
interface. 

MaxBitRate enumeration 0 4 "Auto" no reboot none 

The maximum upstream 
and downstream bit rate 
available to this connection. 
Enumeration of: 
- "10" 
"- 100" 
- "1000" 
- "10000" 
- "Auto" 

DuplexMode enumeration 0 2 "Auto" no reboot none 

The duplex mode available 
to this connection. 
Enumeration of: 
- "Half" 
- "Full" 
- "Auto" 

InternetGateway
Device.WANDev
ice.1.WANConn
ectionDevice.1.
WANIPConnecti
on.1 object             

Enable boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Enables or disables the 
connection instance. On 
creation of a 
WANIPConnection instance, 
it is initially disabled. 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_DNSServe
r1 string 0 64 "" no reboot none 

Ubiquisys attribute to 
manage the platform 
defined server address - 
used in conjunction with 
"DNSServer2" for internal 
mapping to "DNSServers" 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_DNSServe
r2 string 0 64 "" no reboot none 

Ubiquisys attribute to 
manage the platform 
defined server address - 
used in conjunction with 
"DNSServer1" for internal 
mapping to "DNSServers" 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.F
APControl object             

SelfConfigEvent
s string 0 200 

"InitialREM,X_UBI
QUISYS_COM_Si
gChange,X_UBIQ
UISYS_COM_Per
iodic,X_UBIQUIS
YS_COM_Reboot
" no reboot none 

Comma-separated list of 
strings. Each item is an 
event that causes the FAP 
to perform self configuration 
as defined by 
.FAPControl.UMTS.SelfConf
ig. 
Vendors can extend the 
enumerated values with 
vendor-specific extensions, 
in which case the rules 
outlined in [TR-106a2] 
Section3.3 MUST be 
adhered to. Each list item is 
an enumeration of: 
- "InitialREM" (Self-
configuration is initiated 
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upon completion of Radio 
Environment Measurement 
(REM) that occurs after 
sending a BOOTSTRAP.) 
- 
"X_UBIQUISYS_COM_SigC
hange" (Self-configuration is 
re-initiated on detection of a 
significant RF environment 
change) 
- 
"X_UBIQUISYS_COM_Peri
odic" (Self-configuration is 
re-run every 
24h/48h/1w/2w) 
- 
"X_UBIQUISYS_COM_Reb
oot" (Self-configuration is re-
initiated after each reboot) 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.F
APControl.UMT
S.SelfConfig object             

CellReSelection
SelfConfigEnabl
e boolean 0 1 0 reboot none 

Indicates whether the self-
configuration capability in 
the FAP is used or not to 
determine Cell 
Selection/Reselection-
related parameters in 
.CellConfig.UMTS.RAN.FD
DFAP.CellSelection. 
If true The FAP self-
configures the value. 
If false The ACS must 
provide the specific value to 
be used. 

IntraFreqMeasS
elfConfigEnable boolean 0 1 0 reboot none 

Indicates whether the self-
configuration capability in 
the FAP is used or not to 
determine intra-frequency 
measurement -related 
parameters in 
.CellConfig.UMTS.RAN.FD
DFAP.IntraFreqMeas. 
If true The FAP self-
configures the value. 
If false The ACS must 
provide the specific value to 
be used. 
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InterFreqMeasS
elfConfigEnable boolean 0 1 0 reboot none 

Indicates whether the self-
configuration capability in 
the FAP is used or not to 
determine inter-frequency 
measurement -related 
parameters in 
.CellConfig.UMTS.RAN.FD
DFAP.InterFreqMeas. 
If true The FAP self-
configures the value. 
If false The ACS must 
provide the specific value to 
be used. 

InterRATMeasS
elfConfigEnable boolean 0 1 0 reboot none 

Indicates whether the self-
configuration capability in 
the FAP is used or not to 
determine inter-RAT 
measurement -related 
parameters in 
.CellConfig.UMTS.RAN.FD
DFAP.InterRATMeas. 
If true The FAP self-
configures the value. 
If false The ACS must 
provide the specific value to 
be used. 

UEInternalMeas
ConfigEnable boolean 0 1 0 reboot none 

Indicates whether the self-
configuration capability in 
the FAP is used or not to 
determine UE internal 
measurement-related 
parameters in 
.CellConfig.UMTS.RAN.FD
DFAP.UEInternalMeas. 
If true The FAP self-
configures the value. 
If false The ACS must 
provide the specific value to 
be used. 

PCPICHPowerS
elfConfigEnable boolean 0 1 0 reboot none 

Indicates whether the self-
configuration capability in 
the FAP is used or not to 
determine the value of 
.CellConfig.UMTS.RAN.FD
DFAP.RF.PCPICHPower. 
If true The FAP self-
configures the value. 
If false The ACS must 
provide the specific value to 
be used. 

PrimaryScrambli
ngCodeSelfConfi
gEnable boolean 0 1 1 reboot none 

Indicates whether the self-
configuration capability in 
the FAP is used or not to 
determine the value of 
.CellConfig.UMTS.RAN.FD
DFAP.RF.PrimaryScramblin
gCode. 
If true the FAP self-
configures the value. 
If false the ACS must 
provide the specific value to 
be used. 
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MaxFAPTxPowe
rSelfConfigEnabl
e boolean 0 1 1 reboot none 

Indicates whether the self-
configuration capability in 
the FAP is used or not to 
determine the value of 
.CellConfig.UMTS.RAN.FD
DFAP.RF.MaxFAPTxPower. 
If true The FAP self-
configures the value. 
If false The ACS must 
provide the specific value to 
be used. 

MaxULTxPower
SelfConfigEnabl
e boolean 0 1 1 reboot none 

Indicates whether the self-
configuration capability in 
the FAP is used or not to 
determine the value of 
.CellConfig.UMTS.RAN.FD
DFAP.RF.MaxULTxPower. 
If true The FAP self-
configures the value. 
If false The ACS must 
provide the specific value to 
be used. 

NeighborListSelf
ConfigEnable boolean 0 1 1 reboot none 

Indicates whether the self-
configuration capability in 
the FAP is used or not to 
determine the values in the 
object 
.CellConfig.UMTS.RAN.FD
DFAP.NeighborList. 
If true The FAP self-
configures the value. 
If false The ACS must 
provide the specific value to 
be used. 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.F
APControl.UMT
S.Gateway object             

SecGWServer3 string 0 64 "" reboot none 

Third serving SecGW the 
FAP attempts to establish 
connection with. Either 
hostname or IPaddress. 

FAPGWServer2 string 0 64 "" reboot none 

Second FAP-GW the FAP 
attempts to establish 
connection with. Either 
hostname or IPaddress. 

FAPGWServer3 string 0 64 "" reboot none 

Third FAP-GW the FAP 
attempts to establish 
connection with. Either 
hostname or IPaddress. 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.F
APControl.X_UB
IQUISYS_COM_
Software object             

DownloadServer
Address string 0 255 "" no reboot none 

Fully qualified domain name 
of Download Server 
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TrialPeriod uint32 0 1440 2 no reboot none 

Trial period in minutes after 
a software upgrade.  If a 
major failure (e.g. reboot, 
SC crash) occurs during this 
time it will cause an 
immediate fallback to the 
previous version of the 
software.  At the end of the 
trial period the current 
software will be copied into 
the backup memory.  If the 
trial period is set to zero 
then the AP will not fallback 
to the previous version of 
the software in the event of 
a failure, and the current 
software will be copied to 
the backup memory 
immediately after the AP 
starts providing service 
following the upgrade. 

DownloadSingle
FileTimeout uint32 0 2880 60 no reboot none 

Time in minutes to wait for a 
single file to download from 
the download server.  If the 
time is exceeded for any file 
the download will be 
aborted.  Value of zero 
implies no timeout at all.  
Any value between 1 and 9 
will be rounded up to 10. 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.F
APControl.X_UB
IQUISYS_COM_
Timers object             

HLRSoftRejectio
nTimeout uint32 30 300 60 no reboot none 

The number of seconds 
before a UE, which has 
been temporarily refused 
access (i.e. RRC rejected or 
NAS rejected with cause 
111) to the FAP, is removed 
from the FAP's HLR. 

HLRHardRejecti
onTimeout uint32 5 60 10 no reboot none 

The number of seconds 
before a UE, which has 
been permanently refused 
access (i.e. NAS rejected 
with cause other than 111) 
to the FAP, is removed from 
the FAP's HLR. This value 
may be silently adjusted by 
the FAP to not exceed the 
value provisioned for the 
HLR soft-rejection timeout. 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Ac
cessMgmt object             
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AccessMode enumeration 0 #REF! "Open Access" no reboot none 

Indicates the type of access 
mode the FAP operates in. 
Enumeration of: 
- "Open Access" (FAP does 
not enforce access control. 
- "Closed Access" 
- "Hybrid Access" 
Note: Ubiquisys FAPs do 
not support CSG in Rel3.0 
Note: The actual access 
control behaviour is also 
dependent on 
"NonCSGUEAccessDecisio
n", "AccessControlList" and 
"X_UBIQUISYS_COM_Mem
berReservedCalls" as well 
as "AccessMode". 

NonCSGUEAcce
ssDecision enumeration 0 #REF! "Local" no reboot none 

Indicates how the access 
decision is made for non-
CSG-capable UE. 
Parameter is ignored when 
AccessMode is Open 
Access.  
Enumeration of: 
- "Local" (FAP restricts 
access to members of ACL) 
- "Query FAP-GW" (FAP 
queries FGW and acts 
accordingly.) 
- "By Core" (FAP allows 
access. Other entity in core 
MAY impose restrictions.) 
Note1 : Ubiquisys FAPs do 
not support CSG for Rel3.0 
Note2 : Note: The actual 
access control behaviour is 
also dependent on 
"AccessMode", 
"AccessControlList" and 
"X_UBIQUISYS_COM_Mem
berReservedCalls" as well 
as 
"NonCSGAccessDecision". 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_HomeZon
eNameCustomis
ation boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

True - means that the 
Owner GUI is allowed to 
change the Home Zone 
name.  False - means that 
the Home Zone name can 
only be set from the ZMS 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_EnableHa
ndoutTone boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

True - means that the 
configured handout tone file 
is played during voice call 
handout. False - means 
handout tones are disabled. 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_EnableHa
ndinTone boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

True - means that the 
configured handin tone file 
is played during voice call 
handin. False - means 
handin tones are disabled. 
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X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_MaxOpen
Access uint32 0 200 50 no reboot none 

Maximum number of open 
access users that can 
access the HNB in idle 
mode. This is used when 
the HNB is supporting a 
mixture of registered users 
in the AccessControlList and 
open access users in order 
to restrict the open access 
users from consuming all 
available idle mode 
resources.  
Once the HNB has this 
maximum number of open 
access users registered, 
then any further open 
access user attempting to 
register will be rejected as if 
the HNB were congested. 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_CapacityA
ffectingAlarmMa
xCSUsers uint32 0 15 3 no reboot none 

Value of 
BackhaulLimitedMaxCSUse
rs below which the 
CapacityAffectingStaticBack
haulQoS alarm is raised. 
Defaults to MaxCSUsers - 1 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_MemberR
eservedCalls uint32 0 15 0 no reboot none 

Number of call resources 
reserved for users in the 
AccessControlList. 0 means 
OFF. The remaining 
unreserved capacity is 
available for use by open 
access users. Once the 
HNB has this maximum 
number of open access 
users in connected mode, 
then any further MO or MT 
service request for open 
access users will be denied 
and treated as if the HNB 
were congested. The only 
exception to this is that the 
HNB will allow an 
emergency call attempt from 
an open access user to 
consume reserved 
resources. 
Note: The actual access 
control behaviour is also 
dependent on 
"AccessMode", 
NonCSGUEAccessDecision
", and "AccessControlList" 
as well as 
"MemberReservedCalls".  
For a detailed description, 
refer to UBS-71-20-303 
"UBS-71-20-303 Iuh Access 
Control INTERNAL.doc", 
Ver5 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_WaitTime
CongestionRejec
t uint32 0 15 15 no reboot none 

Backoff time for 
RRC_CONNECTION_REJE
CT under congestion 
conditions in seconds. 0 is 
indefinite backoff. 
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AccessControlLi
st string 0 4000 "" no reboot none 

Comma-separated list 
(maximum length 4000 
[Ubiquisys extension]) of 
strings (maximum item 
length 15). Each entry is an 
IMSI. 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_DisableAll
UEEvictionOnFA
PConnectionLos
s boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Controls the FAP behaviour 
related to UE eviction during 
FAP Connectivity loss 
(IPSec loss, INC deregister) 
- TRUE: FAP will evict all 
UEs (Default) 
- FALSE: FAP will not evict 
the UEs 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_MemberD
etailDeleteAllInst
ances boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

This parameter is set to true 
all instances of the 
MemberDetail Object will be 
deleted. After deletion the 
parameter is set to false 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_HandoutM
ode enumeration 0 2 "All users" no reboot none 

Handout Mode: 
- "No handout" 
- "By MemberDetail only" 
(so all open access users 
will not be able to handout) 
- "All users" (open and all 
entries in MemberDetail 
regardless of HandoutStatus 
flag) 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Ac
cessMgmt.Memb
erDetail object             

Enable boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 
Enables or disables the 
MemberDetail entry. 

IMSI string 0 15 "" no reboot none 

International Mobile 
Subscriber Identity of the 
UE. 

MSISDN string 0 15 "" no reboot none 

Mobile Station International 
Subscriber Identity Number. 
Set to an empty string if 
unknown. 

MembershipExpi
res dateTime 0 

42949672
95 0 no reboot none 

Time when the ACL 
membership expires. 
An Unknown Time value, as 
defined in [TR-106a2] 
Section 3.2, indicates that 
the membership doesn't 
expire. 
Upon expiry the FAP MUST 
remove the IMSI from the 
.AccessMgmt.AccessContro
lList, but the entry in 
.AccessMgmt.MemberDetail
.{i}. remains. 
3GPPTS.22.011 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Ac
cessMgmt.X_UB
IQUISYS_COM_
HotspotManagm

ent object         none Hotspot management 
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DeploymentCate
gory enumeration 0 1 "General" no reboot none 

Determines the deployment 
category of the FAP: 
- "General" 
- "Hotspot" 

HotspotMonitorin
gPeriod uint32 10 1000 60 no reboot none 

Period in minutes over 
which to accumulate UE 
registration rejections 

HotspotThreshol
d uint32 1 1000 30 no reboot none 

Number of rejections within 
the rejection period that will 
trigger a Hotspot Indication 
alarm 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Ac
cessMgmt.X_UB
IQUISYS_COM_
RejectionRedirec
tion object             

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_Threshold
UMTSMacro int32 -120 0 -9 no reboot none 

Defines the threshold for 
selecting a umts neighbor 
for Service Redirection. This 
is the "Threshold used 
frequency" as defined in 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.39. 
Each valid value of 
MeasurementQuantity has a 
different valid range. 
CPICH RSCP has a range 
of -120 dBm to -25 dBm 
CPICH Ec/No has a range 
of -24 dB to 0 dB 
-128 would mean that 
threshold will not be used 
and Fap will select the first 
available UMTS Neaighbor 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_Threshold
GSMMacro int32 -128 0 -92 no reboot none 

Defines the threshold for 
selecting a gsm neighbor for 
Service Redirection when. 
This is the "Threshold other 
system" as defined in 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.30. 
-128 would mean that 
threshold will not be used 
and Fap will select the first 
available GSM Neaighbor 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_BsicVerific
ationRequired boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

defines whether Bsic 
verification is required for 
periodic GSM 
measurements used for 
Service Redirection. 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_MinMeasu
rementDuration int32 0 30 5 no reboot none 

Timer in Seconds. Specify 
the time to wait for UE 
measurement Reports in 
Cell DCH before trggering 
Rab Redirection to Macro. 
Setting this timer to 0 would 
mean that UE 
measurements will not be 
Used and redirection will be 
tried on FAP Neighbor List 
only 
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X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_MaxRedir
ectiontimer int32 0 30 10 no reboot none 

Timer in Seconds. Specify 
the duration for which FAP 
should retry the Rab 
Redirection procedure. If 
redirection fails withi this 
duration, FAP may retry the 
next suitable Macro.  

EmergencyCallR
edirectWindow uint32 0 3600 60 no reboot none 

Window (in seconds) within 
which if a UE that had been 
previously redirected for an 
emergency call re-attempts 
a connection then it will be 
allowed through. 

EnableEmergen
cyCallForUnauth
orisedUE boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Set to TRUE to enable 
emergency registration for 
un-authorised UEs when 
they are trying to place an 
emergency call. If FALSE 
they are rejected 

EnableEmergen
cyCallForUnauth
orisedUEsUnder
MacroCoverage boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

This parameter has no 
effect if 
EnableEmergencyCallForUn
authorisedUE is FALSE. 
Set to TRUE to allow un-
authorised UEs to make 
emergency calls even if 
there is macro coverage. 
Set to FALSE to deny 
emergency calls from un-
authorised UEs if there is 
macro coverage. 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Ac
cessMgmt.X_UB
IQUISYS_COM_
WhiteList object             

MasksNumberOf
Entries uint32 0 20 0 no reboot none 

The number of enteries in 
.AccessMgmt.X_UBIQUISY
S_COM_WhiteList.Masks.{i}
. table. 

MasksDeleteAllI
nstances boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

When this parameter is set 
to true, all instances of the 
whitelist Masks Object will 
be deleted. Tthe parameter 
is locally cleared to false by 
the HNB. 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Ac
cessMgmt.X_UB
IQUISYS_COM_
WhiteList.Masks object             

IMSIMask string 0 15 "" no reboot none 

The whitelist mask to apply 
from the start digit of the 
IMSI. 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Ac
cessMgmt.X_UB
IQUISYS_COM_
PSOffload object             

DataOffloadEna
bled boolean 0 1 1 reboot none 

Configures whether PS data 
Offload is enabled or not for 
APN rules. 
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X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_APNRules
DeleteAllInstanc
es boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

This parameter is set to true 
all instances of the Rules 
Object will be deleted. After 
deletion the parameter is set 
to false 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Ac
cessMgmt.X_UB
IQUISYS_COM_
PSOffload.X_UB
IQUISYS_COM_
APNRules object             

APN string 0 128 "" reboot none APN Name 

DataOffloadEna
bled boolean 0 1 1 reboot none 

Configures whether PS data 
Offload is enabled or not for 
this rule. 

IPAddress0 string 7 18 "0.0.0.0/0" reboot none Route definition 1 

IPAddress1 string 7 18 "0.0.0.0/0" reboot none Route definition 2 

IPAddress2 string 7 18 "0.0.0.0/0" reboot none Route definition 3 

IPAddress3 string 7 18 "0.0.0.0/0" reboot none Route definition 4 

IPAddress4 string 7 18 "0.0.0.0/0" reboot none Route definition 5 

IPAddress5 string 7 18 "0.0.0.0/0" reboot none Route definition 6 

IPAddress6 string 7 18 "0.0.0.0/0" reboot none Route definition 7 

IPAddress7 string 7 18 "0.0.0.0/0" reboot none Route definition 8 

IPAddress8 string 7 18 "0.0.0.0/0" reboot none Route definition 9 

IPAddress9 string 7 18 "0.0.0.0/0" reboot none Route definition 10 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Ac
cessMgmt.X_UB
IQUISYS_COM_
PSOffload.ZAPR
oute object         none 

Default ZAP routing 
information 

DataOffloadEna
bled boolean 0 1 0 reboot none 

Configures whether PS data 
Offload is enabled or not for 
ZAPRoute rules. 

Enable0 boolean 0 1 0 reboot none 
Enables/disables the 
PSOffload functionality. 

Enable1 boolean 0 1 0 reboot none 
Enables/disables the 
PSOffload functionality. 

Enable2 boolean 0 1 0 reboot none 
Enables/disables the 
PSOffload functionality. 

Enable3 boolean 0 1 0 reboot none 
Enables/disables the 
PSOffload functionality. 

Enable4 boolean 0 1 0 reboot none 
Enables/disables the 
PSOffload functionality. 

Enable5 boolean 0 1 0 reboot none 
Enables/disables the 
PSOffload functionality. 

Enable6 boolean 0 1 0 reboot none 
Enables/disables the 
PSOffload functionality. 

Enable7 boolean 0 1 0 reboot none 
Enables/disables the 
PSOffload functionality. 
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Enable8 boolean 0 1 0 reboot none 
Enables/disables the 
PSOffload functionality. 

Enable9 boolean 0 1 0 reboot none 
Enables/disables the 
PSOffload functionality. 

IPAddress0 string 9 18 "0.0.0.0/0" reboot none Route definition 0 

IPAddress1 string 9 18 "0.0.0.0/0" reboot none Route definition 1 

IPAddress2 string 9 18 "0.0.0.0/0" reboot none Route definition 2 

IPAddress3 string 9 18 "0.0.0.0/0" reboot none Route definition 3 

IPAddress4 string 9 18 "0.0.0.0/0" reboot none Route definition 4 

IPAddress5 string 9 18 "0.0.0.0/0" reboot none Route definition 5 

IPAddress6 string 9 18 "0.0.0.0/0" reboot none Route definition 6 

IPAddress7 string 9 18 "0.0.0.0/0" reboot none Route definition 7 

IPAddress8 string 9 18 "0.0.0.0/0" reboot none Route definition 8 

IPAddress9 string 9 18 "0.0.0.0/0" reboot none Route definition 9 
InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Ac
cessMgmt.LocalI
PAccess object             

Enable boolean 0 1 1 reboot none 
Configures whether PS data 
Offload is enabled or not. 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_RulesDele
teAllInstances boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

This parameter is set to true 
all instances of the Rules 
Object will be deleted. After 
deletion the parameter is set 
to false 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Ac
cessMgmt.LocalI
PAccess.Rules               

Enable boolean 0 1 0 reboot none 
Enables or disables the 
forwarding entry. 

DestIPAddress string 0 15 "" reboot none 

Destination IP Address. An 
empty string indicates no 
destination address is 
specified. An entry for which 
DestIPAddress and 
DestSubnetMask are both 
an empty string is a default 
route. 

DestSubnetMask string 0 15 "" reboot none 

Destination subnet mask 
(IPv4) or prefix (IPv6). An 
empty string indicates no 
destination subnet mask or 
prefix is specified. If a 
destination subnet mask or 
prefix is specified, 
DestSubnetMask is ANDed 
with the destination address 
before comparing with 
DestIPAddress. Otherwise, 
the full destination address 
is used as-is. 
An entry for which 
DestIPAddress and 
DestSubnetMask are both 
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an empty string is a default 
route. 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.C
ellConfig.UMTS.
CN.X_UBIQUIS
YS_COM_MMG
MMParams object             

RoveInPDPClear
ing boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

Enables or disables clearing 
of a PDP context on rove-in 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.C
ellConfig.UMTS.
RAN.FDDFAP.C
ellRestriction object             

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_SACB_Se
tsize uint32 1 10 2 no reboot none 

Number of Access Classes 
added to unbarred set each 
interval 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_SACB_Int
erval uint32 10 600 20 no reboot none 

Interval between additions 
of additional Access 
Classes in seconds 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.C
ellConfig.UMTS.
RAN.FDDFAP.X
_UBIQUISYS_C
OM_IntraFreqMe
as1 object             
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FilterCoefficient uint32 0 14 1 no reboot none 

Defines the equivalent time 
constant of the low pass 
filter applied to the CPICH 
quality measurements. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
8.6.7.2 and Section 10.3.7.9 
Enumerations of: 
- "0" 
- "1" 
- "2" 
- "3" 
- "4" 
- "5" 
- "6" 
- "7" 
- "8" 
- "9" 
- "11" 
- "13" 
- "15" 
- "17" 
- "19" 

IntraFrequencyE
ventIdentity string 0 32 "1e,1f" no reboot none 

Comma-separated list 
(maximum length 32) of 
strings. Each entry is an 
Event ID from the list of: 1a, 
1b, 1c, 1d, 1e, 1f,1g, 1h, 1i 
Defines the identity of the 
event used to trigger UE 
reporting (in case of event-
triggered reporting). 
3GPP TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.34 
Since the FAP can 
determine this on its own, it 
might not be necessary to 
configure it. 
Note: Ubiquisys FAPs 
currently only support 1e 
and 1f for intra frequency 
macro handout and 
1b,1c,1e and 1f for intra 
frequency HNB handout. If 
1b,1c is added to this list 
then 1e, 1f must also be 
defined. 
Supported options: 
1e,1f [default] 
1b,1c,1e,1f 
All other string values will be 
treated as 1e,1f only 
If 
InternetGatewayDevice.Ser
vices.FAPService.1.CellCon
fig.UMTS.RAN.FDDFAP.Intr
aFreqMeas.MeasurementQ
uantity 
Is set to RSCP then the only 
supported value will be 1e,1f 
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ReportingRange
Event1b uint32 0 29 4 no reboot none 

Defines a constant in the 
inequality criterion that 
needs to be satisfied for an 
Event 1b to occur. 
Actual values of the range 
are 0.0 to 14.5 dB in steps 
of 0.5 dB. The value of 
ReportingRangeEvent1b 
divided by 2 yields the 
actual value of the range. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
14.1.2 and Section 
10.3.7.39 

WeightingFactor
Event1b uint32 0 20 10 no reboot none 

Defines the weighting factor 
for intra-freq HO 
measurement when the UE 
is in Cell-DCH state. 
Actual values of the 
weighting factor are 0.0 to 
2.0 in steps of 0.1. The 
value of 
WeightingFactorEvent1b 
divided by 10 yields the 
actual value of the weighting 
factor. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.39 

HysteresisEvent
1b uint32 0 15 4 no reboot none 

Defines the hysteresis for 
intra-freq HO measurement 
when the UE is in Cell-DCH 
state. 
Actual values of the range 
are 0.0 to 7.5 in steps of 0.5. 
The value of 
HysteresisEvent1b divided 
by 2 yields the actual value 
of the hysteresis. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.39 and Section 
14.1.2 

HysteresisEvent
1c uint32 0 15 8 no reboot none 

Defines the hysteresis for 
intra-freq HO measurement 
when the UE is in Cell-DCH 
state. 
Actual values of the range 
are 0.0 to 7.5 in steps of 0.5. 
The value of 
HysteresisEvent1c divided 
by 2 yields the actual value 
of the hysteresis. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.39 and Section 
14.1.2 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.C
ellConfig.UMTS.
RAN.FDDFAP.In
terFreqMeas object             
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FilterCoefficient uint32 0 14 1 no reboot none 

Defines the filter coefficient 
for inter-freq HO 
measurement when the UE 
is in Cell-DCH state. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.9 and Section 
10.3.7.18 
Enumerations of: 
- "0" 
- "1" 
- "2" 
- "3" 
- "4" 
- "5" 
- "6" 
- "7" 
- "8" 
- "9" 
- "11" 
- "13" 
- "15" 
- "17" 
- "19" 

WeightingFactor
Event2b uint32 0 20 10 no reboot none 

Defines the weighting factor 
for used frequencies for the 
inter-freq 2B HO 
measurement when the UE 
is in Cell-DCH state. 
Actual values of the 
weighting factor are 0.0 to 
2.0 in steps of 0.1. The 
value of 
WeightingFactorEvent2b 
divided by 10 yields the 
actual value of the weighting 
factor. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.19 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_Weighting
FactorEvent2bN
onUsed uint32 0 20 10 no reboot none 

Defines the weighting factor 
for non used frequencies for 
the inter-freq 2B HO 
measurement when the UE 
is in Cell-DCH state. 
Actual values of the 
weighting factor are 0.0 to 
2.0 in steps of 0.1. The 
value of 
X_UBIQUISYS_COM_Weig
htingFactorEvent2bNonUse
d divided by 10 yields the 
actual value of the weighting 
factor. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.19 
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WeightingFactor
Event2d uint32 0 20 10 no reboot none 

Defines the weighting factor 
for inter-freq HO 
measurement when the UE 
is in Cell-DCH state. 
Actual values of the 
weighting factor are 0.0 to 
2.0 in steps of 0.1. The 
value of 
WeightingFactorEvent2d 
divided by 10 yields the 
actual value of the weighting 
factor. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.19 

WeightingFactor
Event2f uint32 0 20 10 no reboot none 

Defines the weighting factor 
for inter-freq HO 
measurement when the UE 
is in Cell-DCH state. 
Actual values of the 
weighting factor are 0.0 to 
2.0 in steps of 0.1. The 
value of 
WeightingFactorEvent2f 
divided by 10 yields the 
actual value of the weighting 
factor. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.19 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.C
ellConfig.UMTS.
RAN.FDDFAP.X
_UBIQUISYS_C
OM_InterFreqMe
as1 object             

FilterCoefficient uint32 0 14 1 no reboot none 

Defines the filter coefficient 
for inter-freq HO 
measurement when the UE 
is in Cell-DCH state. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.9 and Section 
10.3.7.18 
Enumerations of: 
- "0" 
- "1" 
- "2" 
- "3" 
- "4" 
- "5" 
- "6" 
- "7" 
- "8" 
- "9" 
- "11" 
- "13" 
- "15" 
- "17" 
- "19" 
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WeightingFactor
Event2b uint32 0 20 10 no reboot none 

Defines the weighting factor 
for used frequencies for the 
inter-freq 2B HO 
measurement when the UE 
is in Cell-DCH state. 
Actual values of the 
weighting factor are 0.0 to 
2.0 in steps of 0.1. The 
value of 
WeightingFactorEvent2b 
divided by 10 yields the 
actual value of the weighting 
factor. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.19 

WeightingFactor
Event2bNonUse
d uint32 0 20 10 no reboot none 

Defines the weighting factor 
for non used frequencies for 
the inter-freq 2B HO 
measurement when the UE 
is in Cell-DCH state. 
Actual values of the 
weighting factor are 0.0 to 
2.0 in steps of 0.1. The 
value of 
X_UBIQUISYS_COM_Weig
htingFactorEvent2bNonUse
d divided by 10 yields the 
actual value of the weighting 
factor. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.19 

WeightingFactor
Event2d uint32 0 20 10 no reboot none 

Defines the weighting factor 
for inter-freq HO 
measurement when the UE 
is in Cell-DCH state. 
Actual values of the 
weighting factor are 0.0 to 
2.0 in steps of 0.1. The 
value of 
WeightingFactorEvent2d 
divided by 10 yields the 
actual value of the weighting 
factor. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.19 

WeightingFactor
Event2f uint32 0 20 10 no reboot none 

Defines the weighting factor 
for inter-freq HO 
measurement when the UE 
is in Cell-DCH state. 
Actual values of the 
weighting factor are 0.0 to 
2.0 in steps of 0.1. The 
value of 
WeightingFactorEvent2f 
divided by 10 yields the 
actual value of the weighting 
factor. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.19 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.C
ellConfig.UMTS.
RAN.FDDFAP.In
terRATMeas object             
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GSMFilterCoeffic
ient uint32 0 14 1 no reboot none 

Defines the GSM filter 
coefficient for inter-RAT HO 
measurement when the UE 
is in Cell-DCH state. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.9 and Section 
10.3.7.29 
Enumerations of: 
- "0" 
- "1" 
- "2" 
- "3" 
- "4" 
- "5" 
- "6" 
- "7" 
- "8" 
- "9" 
- "11" 
- "13" 
- "15" 
- "17" 
- "19" 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_UTRANFil
terCoefficient uint32 0 14 2 no reboot none 

Defines the UTRAN filter 
coefficient for inter-RAT HO 
measurement when the UE 
is in Cell-DCH state. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.9 and Section 
10.3.7.29 
Enumerations of: 
- "0" 
- "1" 
- "2" 
- "3" 
- "4" 
- "5" 
- "6" 
- "7" 
- "8" 
- "9" 
- "11" 
- "13" 
- "15" 
- "17" 
- "19" 

BSICVerification
Required boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Indicates whether the BSIC 
verification is required or not 
for inter-RAT HO 
measurement when the UE 
is in Cell-DCH state. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.29 
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WeightingFactor uint32 0 20 10 no reboot none 

Defines the weighting factor 
for inter-RAT HO 
measurement when the UE 
is in Cell-DCH state. 
Actual values of the 
weighting factor are 0.0 to 
2.0 in steps of 0.1. The 
value of WeightingFactor 
divided by 10 yields the 
actual value of the weighting 
factor. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.30 
Note: Applies to 3A 
measurements only 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.C
ellConfig.UMTS.
RAN.FDDFAP.X
_UBIQUISYS_C
OM_InterRATMe
as1 object             

GSMFilterCoeffic
ient uint32 0 14 1 no reboot none 

Defines the GSM filter 
coefficient for inter-RAT HO 
measurement when the UE 
is in Cell-DCH state. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.9 and Section 
10.3.7.29 
Enumerations of: 
- "0" 
- "1" 
- "2" 
- "3" 
- "4" 
- "5" 
- "6" 
- "7" 
- "8" 
- "9" 
- "11" 
- "13" 
- "15" 
- "17" 
- "19" 
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UTRANFilterCoe
fficient uint32 0 14 2 no reboot none 

Defines the UTRAN filter 
coefficient for inter-RAT HO 
measurement when the UE 
is in Cell-DCH state. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.9 and Section 
10.3.7.29 
Enumerations of: 
- "0" 
- "1" 
- "2" 
- "3" 
- "4" 
- "5" 
- "6" 
- "7" 
- "8" 
- "9" 
- "11" 
- "13" 
- "15" 
- "17" 
- "19" 

BSICVerification
Required boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Indicates whether the BSIC 
verification is required or not 
for inter-RAT HO 
measurement when the UE 
is in Cell-DCH state. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.29 

WeightingFactor uint32 0 20 10 no reboot none 

Defines the weighting factor 
for inter-RAT HO 
measurement when the UE 
is in Cell-DCH state. 
Actual values of the 
weighting factor are 0.0 to 
2.0 in steps of 0.1. The 
value of WeightingFactor 
divided by 10 yields the 
actual value of the weighting 
factor. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.7.30 
Note: Applies to 3A 
measurements only 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.C
ellConfig.UMTS.
RAN.FDDFAP.R
F object             

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_OtherHNB
PrimaryScrambli
ngCodes string 0 32 "" reboot none 

DEPRECATED - 
FUNCTIONALITY 
REPLACED 
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PowerOffsetPilot
DPDCH uint32 0 24 8 no reboot none 

Defines the power offset 
between pilot channel and 
DPDCH. 
Actual values of the offset 
are 0.0 dB to 6.0 dB in steps 
of 0.25 dB. The value of 
PowerOffsetPilotDPDCH 
divided by 4 yields the 
actual value of the offset. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.6.18, 3GPPTS.25.214 
Section 5.2.1 

FAPCoverageTa
rget uint32 10 150 95 no reboot none 

Defines the target value 
measured in dB for the 
range of the FAP's DL 
coverage, in terms of RF 
propagation loss. 
This value can be used by 
the FAP's self-configuration 
algorithms to help derive 
transmit power levels in the 
presence of co-channel and 
adjacent channel 
interference. 
3GPP-TS.25.967 Section 
7.2.1 
Note: This replaces the 
legacy R2.X 'MinIndoorLoss' 
Ubiquisys parameter 

PSCHPower int32 -350 150 -40 no reboot none 

Defines the transmission 
power offset measured in 
dB of the Primary SCH 
relative to the Primary 
CPICH power. 
Actual values of the 
transmission power offset 
are - 35.0 dB to 15.0 dB in 
steps of 0.1 dB. The value 
of PSCHPower divided by 
10 yields the actual value of 
the transmission power 
offset. 
3GPP-TS.32.642 Section 
6.3.11, 3GPP-TS.25.433 
Section 9.1.24 and Section 
9.2.1.21 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_HSPDCH
_HSSCCH_Total
Power uint32 0 500 60 no reboot none 

Total power budget for all 
HSDPA DL channels 
relative to P-CPICH: 0-500 
(0=0.0dB .. 500=50.0dB). 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_SCCPCH
_PO1 uint32 0 24 0 no reboot none 

Power offset for TFCI bits 
on the S-CCPCH: 0-24 
(0=0.0dB, 24=6.0dB). 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_SCCPCH
_PO3 uint32 0 24 8 no reboot none 

Power offset for pilot bits on 
the S-CCPCH: 0-24 
(0=0.0dB, 24=6.0dB). 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_RSCPBas
edOLPCThresho
ld int32 -120 -25 -70 no reboot none 

Threshold for OLPC based 
UE RACH measurement 
results 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.C
ellConfig.UMTS.
RAN.FDDFAP.R
F.X_UBIQUISYS object             
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_COM_RRMProf
ile 

FrequencyConfig
DeleteAllInstanc
es boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

When this parameter is set 
to true, all instances of the 
FrequencyConfigInstance 
object will be deleted. Tthe 
parameter is locally cleared 
to false by the HNB. 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.C
ellConfig.UMTS.
RAN.FDDFAP.R
F.X_UBIQUISYS
_COM_RLCConf
ig object         none   

R99ULWindowSi
ze enumeration 0 15 "256" no reboot none 

Uplink RLC window size for 
R99 services  
- "1" 
- "8" 
- "16" 
- "32" 
- "64" 
- "128" 
- "256" 
- "512" 
- "768" 
- "1024" 
- "1536" 
- "2047" 
- "2560" 
- "3072" 
- "3584" 
- "4095" 

R99DLWindowSi
ze enumeration 0 15 "512" no reboot none 

Downlink RLC window size 
for R99 services  
- "1" 
- "8" 
- "16" 
- "32" 
- "64" 
- "128" 
- "256" 
- "512" 
- "768" 
- "1024" 
- "1536" 
- "2047" 
- "2560" 
- "3072" 
- "3584" 
- "4095" 
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HSDPAULWindo
wSize enumeration 0 15 "1024" no reboot none 

Uplink RLC window size for 
HSDPA services 
- "1" 
- "8" 
- "16" 
- "32" 
- "64" 
- "128" 
- "256" 
- "512" 
- "768" 
- "1024" 
- "1536" 
- "2047" 
- "2560" 
- "3072" 
- "3584" 
- "4095" 

HSDPADLWindo
wSize enumeration 0 15 "2047" no reboot none 

Downlink RLC window size 
for HSDPA services 
- "1" 
- "8" 
- "16" 
- "32" 
- "64" 
- "128" 
- "256" 
- "512" 
- "768" 
- "1024" 
- "1536" 
- "2047" 
- "2560" 
- "3072" 
- "3584" 
- "4095" 

HSUPAULWindo
wSize enumeration 0 15 "2047" no reboot none 

Uplink RLC window size for 
HSUPA services 
- "1" 
- "8" 
- "16" 
- "32" 
- "64" 
- "128" 
- "256" 
- "512" 
- "768" 
- "1024" 
- "1536" 
- "2047" 
- "2560" 
- "3072" 
- "3584" 
- "4095" 
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InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.C
ellConfig.UMTS.
RAN.FDDFAP.R
F.X_UBIQUISYS
_COM_HSUPAC
onfig object             

ue_pathloss_ser
ving_hnb uint32 30 100 60 no reboot none 

Path loss , in dB, of UE with 
serving HNB. If UE's 
pathloss goes below this 
threshold its Hsupa max bit 
rate is set to 114kbps (10% 
of max CAT3 rate).  

ue_pathloss_nei
ghbour_hnb uint32 30 100 60 no reboot none 

Path loss , in dB, of UE with 
neighbouring HNB. If UE's 
pathloss to the neighbour 
goes below this threshold its 
Hsupa max bit rate is set to 
114kbps (10% of max CAT3 
rate).  

ue_pathloss_hys
teresis uint32 1 10 3 no reboot none 

Hysteresis value applied to 
ue_pathloss_serving_hnb 
and 
ue_pathloss_neighbour_hnb
. When the pathloss 
exceeds 
ue_pathloss_serving_hnb + 
ue_pathloss_hysteresis OR 
ue_pathloss_neighbour_hnb 
+ ue_pathloss_hysteresis 
THEN the individual max 
EDCH rate for the particular 
UE will be returned to 
maximum. 

ue_admission_e
dch_rate enumeration 0 3 "HSUPA_64K" no reboot none 

All UE's will have their PS 
RAB (first or subsequent) 
initiated at this starting rate. 
When the first periodic 
measurement report is 
received from the UE 
indicating source RSCP is 
within 
ue_pathloss_serving_hnb + 
ue_pathloss_hysteresis and 
max then the individual 
HSUPA rate will be 
upgraded to maximum. 
"HSUPA_32K" 
"HSUPA_64K" 
"HSUPA_128K" 
"HSUPA_FULL_RATE" 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.C
ellConfig.UMTS.
RAN.FDDFAP.R
F.X_UBIQUISYS
_COM_HSUPAC
onfig.HSUPACat
3 object             

e_dpcch_power_
offset_srb_edch uint32 0 8 3 no reboot none 

Power Offset as specified in 
3GPP TS25.213: 0-8 
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InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.C
ellConfig.UMTS.
RAN.FDDFAP.R
F.X_UBIQUISYS
_COM_Dynamic
ULPowerAllocati
on object             

RTWPBackoffM
argin uint32 0 20 4 no reboot none 

dB margin to be applied 
when calculating temporary 
reduced RTWP target for 
HSUPA scheduler 

RTWPNumBack
offMargins uint32 0 40 9 no reboot none 

Number of RTWP backoff 
margins from the 
DefaultMaxTargetRTWP to 
the minimum RTWP target. 

RTWPRestoreOf
fMargin uint32 0 20 2 no reboot none 

dB margin to be applied 
when calculating an 
increase to the RTWP target 
for HSUPA scheduler. 

RTWPChangeIg
noreTimer uint32 0 60 2 no reboot none 

Min period in seconds 
between updates to the 
RTWP target 

RSSIWeightingT
riggerThreshold1 uint32 0 200 120 no reboot none 

When the UL_RSSI crosses 
the threshold: 
DefaultMaxTargetRTWP in 
dBm - 
((RSSIWeightingTriggerThre
shold / 10)) then weighting 
backoffmargin1 will be 
applied to the 
max_edch_rate i.e the new 
rate will be (100-
RTWPWeightingBackoffMar
gin1). In decidB 

RSSIWeightingT
riggerThreshold2 uint32 0 200 80 no reboot none 

When the UL_RSSI crosses 
the threshold: 
DefaultMaxTargetRTWP in 
dBm - 
(RSSIWeightingTriggerThre
shold / 10) then weighting 
backoffmargin2 will be 
applied to the 
max_edch_rate i.e the new 
rate will be (100-
RTWPWeightingBackoffMar
gin2). In decidB 

RSSIWeightingT
riggerThreshold3 uint32 0 200 60 no reboot none 

When the UL_RSSI crosses 
the threshold: 
DefaultMaxTargetRTWP in 
dBm - 
(RSSIWeightingTriggerThre
shold / 10) then weighting 
backoffmargin3 will be 
applied to the 
max_edch_rate i.e the new 
rate will be (100-
RTWPWeightingBackoffMar
gin3) in decidB 

RTWPWeighting
BackoffMargin1 uint32 0 100 75 no reboot none 

dB margin to be applied 
when 
WeightingTriggerThreshold1 
for total RAB combinations 
is exceeded. 
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RTWPWeighting
BackoffMargin2 uint32 0 100 82 no reboot none 

dB margin 
RTWPWeightedBackoffMar
gin1 + 
RTWPWeightedBackoffMar
gin2 to be applied when 
WeightingTriggerThreshold1 
+ 
WeightingTriggerThreshold2 
Is exceeded 

RTWPWeighting
BackoffMargin3 uint32 0 100 90 no reboot none 

dB margin 
RTWPWeightedBackoffMar
gin1 + 
RTWPWeightedBackoffMar
gin2 + 
RTWPWeightedBackoffMar
gin3 to be applied when 
WeightingTriggerThreshold1 
+ 
WeightingTriggerThreshold2 
+ 
WeightingTriggerThreshold3 
is exceeded 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.C
ellConfig.UMTS.
RAN.FDDFAP.N
eighborList               

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_IntraFreq
CellDeleteAllInst
ances boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

This parameter is set to true 
all instances of the 
IntraFreqCell Object will be 
deleted. After deletion the 
parameter is set to false 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_InterFreq
CellDeleteAllInst
ances boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

This parameter is set to true 
all instances of the 
InterFreqCell Object will be 
deleted. After deletion the 
parameter is set to false 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.C
ellConfig.UMTS.
RAN.FDDFAP.N
eighborList.Intra
FreqCell multiobject             

Enable boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 
Enables or disables this 
entry. 

MustInclude boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

Indicates whether this 
instance of the neighbor 
shall be included or 
excluded in the FAP's NL 
configuration. 

PLMNID string 0 6 "" no reboot none 

PLMN ID consists of Mobile 
Country Code (MCC) and 
Mobile Network Code 
(MNC) 3GPP-TS.23.003, 
3GPP-TS.24.008. 
Mobile Country Code 
consists of three digits and 
uniquely identifies the 
country of domicile of the 
subscriber. 
Mobile Network Code 
consists of two or three 
digits and identifies the 
Home PLMN within a 
country. 
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For a 2-digit MNC the total 
string length of PLMNID is 
5. 

RNCID uint32 0 65535 0 no reboot none 

RNC-ID of an intra-freq 
neighbor cell. It uniquely 
identifies an RNC within a 
PLMN. 
Normally, RNC-ID consists 
of 12 bits (i.e. a range of 
[0:4095]). However, if the 
value is larger than 4095, 
then Extended RNC-ID 
(range of [4096:65535]) is 
used in RANAP. 
The RNC-ID and Extended 
RNC-ID are combined into a 
single parameter here as 
there is no explicit need to 
have them separated. 
3GPP-TS.25.413 Section 
9.2.1.39 

CID uint32 0 65535 0 no reboot none 

Cell Identifier (C-id) that 
identifies a cell within an 
RNS. This Cell Identifier 
together with the controlling 
RNC (RNC-ID) constitutes 
the UTRAN Cell ID (UCID) 
and is used to identify a cell 
uniquely within UTRAN. C-
ID is either 12-bit or 16-bit 
value. 3GPPTS.25.401 
Section 6.1.5. 

LAC uint32 0 65535 0 no reboot none 

Location Area Code (LAC). 
The concatenation of PLMN 
ID (MCC+MNC) and LAC 
uniquely identifies the 
Location Area ID (LAI). 
3GPP-TS.23.003 Section 
4.1 3GPP-TS.25.413 
Section 9.2.3.6 

RAC uint32 0 255 0 no reboot none 

Routing Area Code (RAC). 
The concatenation of PLMN 
ID (MCC+MNC), LAC, and 
RAC uniquely identifies the 
Routing Area ID (RAI). 
3GPP-TS.23.003 Section 
4.2 3GPP-TS.25.413 
Section 9.2.3.7 

URA uint32 0 65535 0 no reboot none 

UTRAN Registration Area 
(URA) 3GPP-TS.23.401. 
Indicates to the UE which 
URA it shall use in case of 
overlapping URAs. 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
10.3.2.6 

PCPICHScrambl
ingCode uint32 0 511 0 no reboot none 

Primary CPICH scrambling 
code. 
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PCPICHTxPowe
r int32 -100 500 0 no reboot none 

Primary CPICH Tx power in 
dBm. 
Actual values of the power 
are -10.0 dBm to 50.0 dBm 
in steps of 0.1 dB. The value 
of PCPICHTxPower divided 
by 10 yields the actual value 
of the power. 
3GPP-TS.32.642 Section 
6.3.11, 3GPPTS.25.433 
Section 2.2.33 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_TxDiversit
yInd boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

Indicates whether the cell is 
using transmit diversity 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_MaxUlTxP
ower int32 -50 33 0 no reboot none 

Max permitted UE Tx power: 
-50-33 (dBm) as broadcast 
in SIB 3 3GPP-TS.25.331 
10.3.6.39 

.Layer enumeration 0 2 "Unknown" no reboot none 

QSS: Type of neighbour 
cell: 
- Macro: This neighbour is 
valid for OTA 
synchronisation. Macro 
mobility offsets will be 
applied against this 
neighbour 
- Other: This neighbour is 
not valid for OTA 
synchronisation. Macro 
mobility offsets will NOT be 
applied against this 
neighbour. 
- Unknown: The AP will use 
FEAT-1124 to locally 
classify the neighbour as 
Macro or Other 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.C
ellConfig.UMTS.
RAN.FDDFAP.N
eighborList.Inter
RATCell object             

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_GSMDelet
eAllInstances boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

This parameter is set to true 
all instances of the GSM 
Object will be deleted. After 
deletion the parameter is set 
to false 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Tr
ansport.RealTim

e object         none 

This object contains 
parameters relating to Real 
Time Transport using RTP. 

RTCPEnable boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none Enable or disable RTCP. 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_MinJitterB
ufferDelay uint32 0 100 40 reboot none 

Minimum RTP jitter buffer 
delay (ms) 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_MaxJitterB
ufferDelay uint32 20 400 200 reboot none 

Maximum RTP jitter buffer 
delay (ms).  If smaller than 
MinJitterBuffer then it will be 
clipped to the value of 
MinJitterBuffer 
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X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_VideoFra
meTimingControl enumeration 0 2 "10ms" no reboot none 

Specifies the RTP timing for 
video frames. Enumeration 
of 
"10ms" - Video Frames 
sent/received each 10ms 
"20ms" - Video Frames 
sent/received each 20ms 
"modeSpecific" - Video 
Frames sent each 10ms in 
normal mode, each 20ms in 
MUX mode. 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Tr
ansport.Tunnel object             

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_VirtualInte
rfaceDeleteAllIns
tances boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

This parameter is set to true 
all instances of the 
VirtualInterface Object will 
be deleted. After deletion 
the parameter is set to false 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Tr
ansport.Tunnel.V
irtualInterface multiobject 0 1 

VirtualInterfaceNu
mberOfEntries   none 

Virtual Interfaces used for 
associating the tunnel 
(ephemeral) childSA pairs 
with 
InternetGatewayDevice.Que
ueManagement.Classificatio
n.{i}. and 
InternetGatewayDevice.Que
ueManagement.Queue.{i}. 
At most one enabled entry 
in this table can exist with 
the same values for 
CryptoProfile and 
DSCPMarkPolicy. 

Enable boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 
Enables and disables this 
entry. 

CryptoProfile string 0 256 "" no reboot none 

The value MUST be the full 
path name of a row in the 
.Transport.Security.CryptoPr
ofile table. If the referenced 
object is deleted, the 
parameter value MUST be 
set to an empty string. If 
multiple instances of 
VirtualInterface point to the 
same CryptoProfile 
instance, the associated 
.Transport.Security.CryptoPr
ofile.{i}.MaxChildSA 
determines whether a new 
IKE session will be created 
(dynamically) to negotiate 
the child SA(s) for each of 
the virtual interfaces; 
otherwise, they are 
negotiated through the 
same IKE session. 
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DSCPMarkPolic
y int32 -2 63 -1 no reboot none 

DSCP to mark the outer IP 
header for traffic that is 
associated with this virtual 
interface. 
A value of -1 indicates copy 
from the incoming packet. 
A value of -2 indicates 
automatic marking of DSCP 
as defined for the UMTS 
QoS class 3GPP-
TS.23.107. 
De-tunneled packets are 
never re-marked. 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.X_
UBIQUISYS_CO
M_QoS object         none IP QoS configuration 

QoSMappingTyp
e uint32 0 1 1 reboot none 

Type of QoS mapping 
Scheme: 
0 - PHB mapping 
1 - Service mapping 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.X_
UBIQUISYS_CO
M_QoS.PHBMa
pping object         none 

Values used in PHB 
mapping scheme 

ExpeditedForwar
ding uint32 0 63 46 reboot none 

DSCP for Expedited 
Forwarding class 
(Conversational CS data). 

AssuredForwardi
ngClass4 uint32 0 63 34 reboot none 

DSCP for Assured 
Forwarding Class 4 
(Streaming PS data). 

PHBMapping.As
suredForwarding
Class3 uint32 0 63 26 reboot none 

DSCP for Assured 
Forwarding Class 3 
(Interactive PS data THP 1 
and CN signalling). 

PHBMapping.As
suredForwarding
Class2 uint32 0 63 18 reboot none 

DSCP for Assured 
Forwarding Class 2 
(Interactive PS data THP 2). 

PHBMapping.As
suredForwarding
Class1 uint32 0 63 10 reboot none 

DSCP for Assured 
Forwarding Class 1 
(Interactive PS data THP 3 
and Background PS data). 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.X_
UBIQUISYS_CO
M_HomeGatewa
y object             

GatewayChange
Count uint32 0 

42949672
95 0 no reboot none 

Count of number of 
Gateway MAC address 
changes. Can be reset by 
ZMS 

EnableVerificatio
n boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

Enables verification of the 
Home Gateway MAC 
address to detect if the AP 
has moved location.  If 
verification is disabled, the 
GatewayMACAddress and 
GatewayChangeCount are 
still updated after every 
reboot. If verification is 
enabled and the 
GatewayChangeCount 
exceeds the 
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GatewayChangeThreshold 
then the alarm will be raised 

GatewayChange
Behaviour enumeration 0 1 

"Continue with 
service" no reboot none 

Action to take after raising 
the GatewayChange alarm: 
- "Continue with service" 
- "Inhibit service" 

GatewayChange
Threshold uint32 1 100 1 no reboot none 

Threshold for 
GatewayChange alarm - 
when GatewayCount 
exceeds this value the alarm 
is triggered 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.X_
UBIQUISYS_CO
M_TrafficControl 

object         none 

  

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.X_
UBIQUISYS_CO
M_TrafficControl
.RabManageme
nt 

object       

  none   

MaxFachPsUser
s uint32 0 12 4 no reboot none 

Maximum number of users 
using a PS bearer on 
FACH/RACH channels. 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.C
ellConfig.UMTS.
CN.PSDomain object           

  

NetworkModeOp
erationCombined boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Network Mode of Operation 
of the CN. 3GPPTS.23.060 
3GPP-TS.24.008 
If true (Network Mode of 
Operation II) Combined 
procedures between CS and 
PS domain are not 
supported (i.e. Gs interface 
is not present). 
If false (Network Mode of 
Operation I) Combined 
procedures between CS and 
PS domain are supported 
(i.e. Gs interface is present). 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.C
ellConfig.UMTS.
RAN.FDDFAP object             
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X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_PSInteract
iveBackgroundPr
eemptionEnable
d boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Enables (1) or disables (0) 
the feature to allow pre-
emption of a PS-
interactive/background RAB 
from CELL_DCH into 
CELL_FACH to make room 
for a higher priority RAB (CS 
or PS streaming) 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_PSStream
ingPreemptionE
nabled boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

Enables (1) or disables (0) 
the feature to allow pre-
emption of a PS-streaming 
to make room for a CS RAB 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_Optimised
RBReconfigEna
bled boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Permit optimisations to the 
size of the 
RBReconfguration in order 
to speed up handover 
signalling 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.C
ellConfig.UMTS.
RAN.FDDFAP.R
RCTimers object             

T300 uint32 0 14 11 no reboot none 

Timer measured in 
milliseconds. 
Only the following values 
are considered valid: 
100, 200, 400, 600, 800, 
1000, 1200, 1400, 1600, 
1800, 2000, 3000, 4000, 
6000, and 8000 
Any value other than those 
and the CPE MUST reject 
the request. 
Defined in SIB1 3GPP-
TS.25.331 Section 13.1 and 
Section 10.3.3.43. 

T301 uint32 0 14 10 no reboot none 

Timer measured in 
milliseconds. 
Only the following values 
are considered valid: 
100, 200, 400, 600, 800, 
1000, 1200, 1400, 1600, 
1800, 2000, 3000, 4000, 
6000, and 8000 
Any value other than those 
and the CPE MUST reject 
the request. 
Defined in SIB1 3GPP-
TS.25.331 Section 13.1 and 
Section 10.3.3.43. 
Note: This parameter has 
been depreciated since 
3GPP Rel5 - parameter is 
present only to support the 
TR-196 
UMTSCellConfigAdvanced:
1 profile 
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T302 uint32 0 14 12 no reboot none 

Timer measured in 
milliseconds. 
Only the following values 
are considered valid: 
100, 200, 400, 600, 800, 
1000, 1200, 1400, 1600, 
1800, 2000, 3000, 4000, 
6000, and 8000 
Any value other than those 
and the CPE MUST reject 
the request. 
Defined in SIB1 3GPP-
TS.25.331 Section 13.1 and 
Section 10.3.3.43. 

T304 uint32 0 4 4 no reboot none 

Timer measured in 
milliseconds. Defined in 
SIB1 3GPP-TS.25.331 
Section 13.1 and Section 
10.3.3.43. 
Enumerations of: 
- "100" 
- "200" 
- "400" 
- "1000" 
- "2000" 

T305 int32 0 7 2 no reboot none 

Timer measured in minutes. 
-1 indicates an unbounded 
timer in which there is no 
update. 
Defined in SIB1 3GPP-
TS.25.331 Section 13.1 and 
Section 10.3.3.43. 
Enumerations of: 
- "-1" 
- "5" 
- "10" 
- "30" 
- "60" 
- "120" 
- "360" 
- "720" 

T307 uint32 0 6 4 no reboot none 

Timer measured in seconds. 
Defined in SIB1 
3GPPTS.25.331 Section 
13.1 and Section 10.3.3.43. 
Enumerations of: 
- "-1" 
- "5" 
- "10" 
- "15" 
- "20" 
- "30" 
- "40" 
- "50" 

T308 uint32 0 3 2 no reboot none 

Timer measured in 
milliseconds. Defined in 
SIB1 3GPP-TS.25.331 
Section 13.1 and Section 
10.3.3.43. 
Enumerations of: 
- "40" 
- "80" 
- "160" 
- "320" 
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T309 uint32 1 8 5 no reboot none 

Timer measured in seconds. 
Defined in SIB1 
3GPPTS.25.331 Section 
13.1 and Section 10.3.3.43. 

T310 uint32 0 7 3 no reboot none 

Timer measured in 
milliseconds. Defined in 
SIB1 3GPP-TS.25.331 
Section 13.1 and Section 
10.3.3.43. 
Enumerations of: 
- "40" 
- "80" 
- "120" 
- "160" 
- "200" 
- "240" 
- "280" 
- "320" 

T311 uint32 0 7 7 no reboot none 

Timer measured in 
milliseconds. Defined in 
SIB1 3GPP-TS.25.331 
Section 13.1 and Section 
10.3.3.43. 
Enumerations of: 
- "250" 
- "500" 
- "750" 
- "1000" 
- "1250" 
- "1500" 
- "1750" 
- "2000" 

T314 uint32 0 7 5 no reboot none 

Timer measured in seconds. 
Defined in SIB1 
3GPPTS.25.331 Section 
13.1 and Section 10.3.3.43. 
Enumerations of: 
- "0" 
- "2" 
- "4" 
- "6" 
- "8" 
- "12" 
- "16" 
- "20" 

T315 uint32 0 7 4 no reboot none 

Timer measured in seconds. 
Defined in SIB1 
3GPPTS.25.331 Section 
13.1 and Section 10.3.3.43. 
Enumerations of: 
- "0" 
- "10" 
-- "30" 
- "60" 
- "180" 
- "600" 
- "1200" 
- "1800" 
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T316 int32 0 6 4 no reboot none 

Timer measured in seconds. 
Defined in SIB1 
3GPPTS.25.331 Section 
13.1 and Section 10.3.3.43. 
-1 indicates an unbounded 
timer in which there is no 
update. 
Enumerations of: 
- "0" 
- "10" 
- "20" 
- "30" 
- "40" 
- "50" 
- "-1" 

N300 uint32 0 7 3 no reboot none 

Counter. Defined in SIB1 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
13.1 and Section 10.3.3.43. 

N301 uint32 0 7 2 no reboot none 

Counter. Defined in SIB1 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
13.1 and Section 10.3.3.43. 
Note: This parameter has 
been depreciated since 
3GPP Rel5 - parameter is 
present only to support the 
TR-196 
UMTSCellConfigAdvanced:
1 profile 

N304 uint32 0 7 2 no reboot none 

Counter. Defined in SIB1 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
13.1 and Section 10.3.3.43. 

N310 uint32 0 7 4 no reboot none 

Counter. Defined in SIB1 
3GPP-TS.25.331 Section 
13.1 and Section 10.3.3.43. 

N312 uint32 0 11 0 no reboot none 

Counter. 
Only the following values 
are considered valid: 
1, 2, 4, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 
400, 600, 800, and 1000. 
Any value other than those 
and the CPE MUST reject 
the request. 
Defined in SIB1 3GPP-
TS.25.331 Section 13.1 and 
Section 10.3.3.43. 

N315 uint32 0 11 0 no reboot none 

Counter. 
Only the following values 
are considered valid: 
1, 2, 4, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 
400, 600, 800, and 1000. 
Any value other than those 
and the CPE MUST reject 
the request. 
Defined in SIB1 3GPP-
TS.25.331 Section 13.1 and 
Section 10.3.3.43. 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.C
ellConfig.UMTS.
RAN.FDDFAP.In
traFreqMeas object             
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X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_EnableIntr
aFreqHandout boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Enable the feature "intra-
frequency hand-out to 
macro cells". 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Tr
ansport.Security object             

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_SIMType enumeration 0 1 "USIM" no reboot none 

Type of SIM authentication 
routine that should be used 
for unknown AP SIM cards: 
- "SIM" 
- "USIM" 

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_InitialAuth
Method enumeration 0 2 "Certs Only" no reboot none 

Defines the initial IPsec 
authentication method that 
will be used: 
"SIM Only" - SIM-based 
single authentication 
exchange 
"Certs Only" - Certificate-
based single authentication 
exchange 
"Certs And SIM" - Multiple 
authentication exchanges 
(certificates followed by 
SIM)")   

X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_CryptoPro
fileDeleteAllInsta
nces boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

This parameter is set to true 
all instances of the 
CryptoProfile Object will be 
deleted. After deletion the 
parameter is set to false 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Pe
rfMgmt.FileMgmt object             

Username 

string 0 256 "" no reboot none 

Username to be used by the 
FAP to authenticate with the 
file server. This string is set 
to an empty string if no 
authentication is required. 

Password 

string 0 256 "" no reboot none 

Password to be used by the 
FAP to authenticate with the 
file server. This string is set 
to an empty string if no 
authentication is required. 
When read, this parameter 
returns an empty string, 
regardless of the actual 
value. 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Pe

rfMgmt.X_UBIQ
UISYS_COM_R
eports.HNBGate

wayInterface object         none 

Counters that are 
associated with call quality. 
The attribute value is the 
period between which the 
counts are pegged. Valid 
values are: 
0 = off 
1 = 15 mins 
2 = 30 mins 
3 = 1 hour 
4 = 6 hours 
5 = 12 hours 
6 = 24 hours 

UERegistrationA
ttempts uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

UE Registration Attempts 
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UERegistrationS
uccess uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Successful UE Registration 
Attempts  

UERegistrationF
ailInvalidUEIdent
ity uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

UE Registration Failures 
due to Invalid UE Identity 

UERegistrationF
ailUENotAllowed uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

UE Registration Failures 
due to UE Not Allowed 

UERegistrationF
ailUEUnauthoris
ed uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

UE Registration Failures 
due to UE Unauthorised 

UERegistrationF
ailOverload uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

UE Registration Failures 
due to Overload 

UERegistrationF
ailOtherCause uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

UE Registration Failures 
due to Other Causes 

UEDeregistration
ByHNBGWNorm
al uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Normal UE Deregistrations 
By HNBGW  

UEDeregistration
ByHNBGWInvali
dUEIdentity uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

UE Deregistration By 
HNBGW due to Invalid UE 
Identity 

UEDeregistration
ByHNBGWUER
egisteredAnother
HNB uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

UE Deregistration By 
HNBGW due to UE 
Registered to Another HNB 

UEDeregistration
ByHNBGWOther
Cause uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

UE Deregistration By 
HNBGW due to Other 
Causes 

UEDeregistration
ByHNBNormal uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Normal UE Deregistration 
By HNB  

UEDeregistration
ByHNBUEReloc
ated uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

UE Deregistration By HNB 
due to UE Relocation 

UEDeregistration
ByHNBOtherCau
se uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

UE Deregistration By HNB 
due to Other Causes 

UERegistrationS
uccessByHandin uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

HNB-GW Interface 
Availability Time 

HNBGWAvailabil
ityUptime uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

HNB-GW Interface Outage 
Time 

HNBGWAvailabil
ityDowntime uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This counter is incremented 
whenever a RANAP 
Relocation Detect is sent as 
a result of a UE being 
handed in to the HNB. 
(Note, in the case of a multi-
domain Relocation the 
counter is only incremented 
on the first Relocation 
Detect sent, rather than for 
both domains.) 
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InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Pe

rfMgmt.X_UBIQ
UISYS_COM_R
eports.CallQualit

y object         none 

Counters that are 
associated with call quality. 
The attribute value is the 
period between which the 
counts are pegged. Valid 
values are: 
0 = off 
1 = 15 mins 
2 = 30 mins 
3 = 1 hour 
4 = 6 hours 
5 = 12 hours 
6 = 24 hours 

TotalRxCSAMR
Blocks uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Total number of received 
CS AMR blocks 

TotalRxCSAMR
BlocksWithBadC
RCI uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Total number of received 
CS AMR blocks with bad 
CRC 

AvgDLCSAMRB
LER 

uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Average CS AMR call BLER 
reported by all Ues for all 
calls within the pegging 
period. 

TotalRxCSVideo
Blocks 

uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Total number of received 
CS video blocks 

TotalRxCSVideo
BlocksWithBadC
RCI uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Total number of received 
CS Video blocks with bad 
CRC 

AvgDLCSVideoB
LER 

uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Average CS Video call 
BLER reported by all Ues 
for all calls within the 
pegging period. 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Pe

rfMgmt.X_UBIQ
UISYS_COM_R
eports.CallSetup

Quality object         none 

Counters that are 
associated with call setup 
quality. 
The attribute value is the 
period between which the 
counts are pegged. Valid 
values are: 
0 = off 
1 = 15 mins 
2 = 30 mins 
3 = 1 hour 
4 = 6 hours 
5 = 12 hours 
6 = 24 hours 

RABReleaseCS
Video uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration common to all 
RABReleaseCS(Video) 
counters. 

RBSetupAttempt
FailR99 uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Failed R99 Radio Bearer 
establishment atttempts 

RBSetupAttempt
FailHSDPA uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Failed HSDPA Radio Bearer 
establishment atttempts 

RBSetupAttempt
FailHSUPA uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Failed HSUPA Radio Bearer 
establishment atttempts 

IuReleaseCSRa
dioPlanCauses uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Iu Release on CS domain 
as a result of various radio 
layer causes that may 
indicate radio planning 
issues. 
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IuReleaseCSRA
NAPReset uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Iu connections on the CS 
domain that have been 
released through RANAP 
Reset or RANAP Reset 
Resource events. 

IuReleasePSRa
dioPlanCauses uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Iu Release on PS domain as 
a result of various radio 
layer causes that may 
indicate radio planning 
issues. 

IuReleasePSRA
NAPReset uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Iu connections on the PS 
domain that have been 
released through RANAP 
Reset or RANAP Reset 
Resource events. 

FastDormancySi
gConnReleaseIn
dReceived uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

If the HNB receives a 
Signalling Connection 
Release Indication from the 
UE which includes a cause 
value of 'UE Requested PS 
Data session end' then this 
counter will be incremented 

FastDormancyTr
ansitionToIdle uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Whenever a UE indicates 
FD with cause 'UE 
Requested PS Data session 
end' and whether or not the 
fast dormancy feature is 
enabled, if the UE is 
transitioned to Idle then 
RRC shall increment this 
counter 

FastDormancyTr
ansitionToPCH uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Whenever a UE indicates 
FD with cause 'UE 
Requested PS Data session 
end', if the UE is transitioned 
to CELL_PCH then RRC 
shall increment this counter 

FastDormancyTr
ansitionToFACH uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Whenever a UE indicates 
FD with cause 'UE 
Requested PS Data session 
end', if the UE is transitioned 
to CELL_FACH then RRC 
shall increment this counter 

SpeechDropAPI
nitated uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Speech Drop UE/AP 
initiated drop 

SpeechDropCNI
nitated uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Speech Drop CN initiated 
drop 

SpeechSuccess uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 
Speech Successfully 
Established 

CSVideoDropAP
Initiated uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

CS Video Drop UE/AP 
initiated drop 

CSVideoDropCN
Initiated uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

CS Video Drop CN initiated 
drop 

CSVideoSucces
s uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

CS Video Successfully 
Established 

PSDropAPInitiat
ed uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

PS drop AP initiated 
(includes R99 and HSDPA) 

PSDropCNInitiat
ed uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

PS drop CN initiated 
(includes R99 and HSDPA) 

PSR99DropAPIn
itiated uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

PS R99 service drop AP 
initiated 

PSHSDPADropA
PInitiated uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

PS HSDPA service drop AP 
initiated 
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StandaloneSRB
Attempts uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

NBAP Radio Link Setup 
Request for standalone SRB 
(for RRC connection 
establishment) per traffic 
class 

StandaloneSRB
Success uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Sum on RRC connection 
complete for speech calls 
for all traffic classes 
(conversational, streaming, 
interactive and background). 

StandaloneSRB
Drop uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

call drop that occurs on 
standalone SRB only. RRC 
connection release (for 
causes: unspecified, pre-
emptive release, 
congestion, re-
establishment reject, 
directed signalling 
connection re-
establishment) + Radio link 
failure + others. 

RRCAttempts uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none RRC Connection Request. 

RRCConnection
Success uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RRC connection success 

RRCConnection
Blocked uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RRC connection Reject 

RABAttemptsCS
Voice uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RAB establishment attempts 
for CS Voice calls 

RABAttemptsCS
Video uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RAB establishment attempts 
for CS Video calls 

RABAttemptsPSI
nteractive uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RAB establishment attempts 
for PS Interactive services 

RABAttemptsPS
Background uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RAB establishment attempts 
for PS Background services 

RABAttemptsPS
Streaming uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RAB establishment attempts 
for PS Streaming services 

NBAMRtoWBAM
RAttempt uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RAB establishment success 
for CS Voice calls 

WBAMRtoNBAM
RAttempt uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RAB establishment success 
for CS Video calls 

RABSuccessCS
Voice uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RAB establishment success 
for PS Interactive services 

RABSuccessCS
Video uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RAB establishment success 
for PS Background services 

RABSuccessPSI
nteractive uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RAB establishment success 
for PS Streaming services 

RABSuccessPS
Background uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

R99 Radio Bearer 
establishment atttempts 

RABSuccessPS
Streaming uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

HSDPA Radio Bearer 
establishment atttempts 

NBAMRtoWBAM
RSuccess uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

HSUPA Radio Bearer 
establishment atttempts 

WBAMRtoNBAM
RSuccess uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

R99 Radio Bearer 
establishment success 

RBSetupAttempt
sR99 uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

HSDPA Radio Bearer 
establishment success 

RBSetupAttempt
sHSDPA uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

HSUPA Radio Bearer 
establishment success 
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RBSetupAttempt
sHSUPA uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RRC RadioBearerRelease 

RBSetupSucces
sR99 uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RRC 
RadioBearerReleaseCompl
ete 

RBSetupSucces
sHSDPA uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RRC Radio Bearer 
Reconfiguration except the 
ones triggered by inter-
frequency hard handovers. 

RBSetupSucces
sHSUPA uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RRC Radio Bearer 
Reconfiguration Complete 
except the ones triggered by 
inter-frequency hard 
handovers 

TransportChann
elReconfAttempt
s uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RRC Transport Channel 
Reconfiguration except the 
ones triggered by inter-
frequency hard handovers. 

TransportChann
elReconfSucces
s uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RRC Transport Channel 
Reconfiguration Complete 
except the ones triggered by 
inter-frequency hard 
handovers. 

PhysicalChannel
ReconfAttempts uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RRC Physical Channel 
Reconfiguration except the 
ones triggered by inter-
frequency hard handovers. 

PhysicalChannel
ReconfSuccess uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RRC Physical Channel 
Reconfiguration Complete 
except the ones triggered by 
inter-frequency hard 
handovers. 

CellUpdateCellR
eselection uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Cell Updates, cause Cell 
Reselection 

CellUpdatePerio
dicUpdate uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Cell Updates, cause 
Periodic Update 

CellUpdateULDa
ta uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Cell Updates, cause Uplink 
Data 

CellUpdatePagin
gResponse uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Cell Updates, cause Paging 
Response 

CellUpdateReEn
teredServiceAre
a uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Cell Updates, cause Re-
entered Service Area 

CellUpdateRadio
LinkFailure uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Cell Updates, cause Radio 
Link Failure 

CellUpdateRLC
UnrecoverableEr
ror uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Cell Updates, cause RLC 
Unrecoverable Error 

CellUpdateOther
Cause uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Cell Updates, miscellaneous 
causes 

PDPContextAtte
mpts uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

PDP Context Requests 

PDPContextSuc
cesses uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

PDP Context Accepts 

TotalPageAttem
pts uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Logged on first page 
attempt 

TotalPageSucce
sses uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Total page successes 

IuConnectionAtt
emptsCS uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Iu Connections attempted 
for CS domain 

IuConnectionAtt
emptsPS uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Iu Connections attempted 
for PS domain 

CNPaging uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration common to all 
CNPaging related PM 
Counters 
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RRCAttemptFail
Sum uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration for the counter 
representing the sum of all 
RRCAttemptFail(reason) 
counters. 

RRCAttemptFail uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration common to all 
RRCAttemptFail(reason) 
PM counters. 

RRCAttemptsBy
EstabCause uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration common to all 
RRCAttempt PM counters. 

RRCConnSucce
ssByEstabCause uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration common to all 
RRCConnSuccess PM 
counters. 

IuReleaseComm
andCSSum uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration for the counter 
representing the sum of all 
IuReleaseCommandCS(rea
son) PM counters. 

IuReleaseComm
andCS uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration common to all 
IuReleaseCommandCS(rea
son) PM counters. 

IuReleaseComm
andPSSum uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration for the counter 
representing the sum of all 
IuReleaseCommandPS(rea
son) PM counters. 

IuReleaseComm
andPS uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration common to all 
IuReleaseCommandPS(rea
son) PM counters. 

IuReleaseReque
stCSSum uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration for the counter 
representing the sum of all 
IuReleaseRequestCS(reaso
n) PM counters. 

IuReleaseReque
stCS uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration common to all 
IuReleaseRequestCS(reaso
n) PM counters. 

IuReleaseReque
stPSSum uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration for the counter 
representing the sum of all 
IuReleaseRequestPS(reaso
n) PM counters. 

IuReleaseReque
stPS uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration common to all 
IuReleaseRequestPS(reaso
n) PM counters. 

RABAttemptFail
CSSum uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration for the counter 
representing the sum of all 
RABAttemptFailCS(reason) 
counters. 
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RABAttemptFail
CS uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration common to all 
RABAttemptFailCS(reason) 
counters. 

RABAttemptFail
PSSum uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration for the counter 
representing the sum of all 
RABAttemptFailPS(reason) 
counters. 

RABAttemptFail
PS uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration common to all 
RABAttemptFailPS(reason) 
counters. 

RABSuccessPS
R99 uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration for the counter 
that is incremented 
whenever a RAB 
Assignment Response 
message is sent to the CN 
for the PS domain which 
includes a RABs Setup or 
Modify List entry for a RAB 
that was allocated a R99 
radio channel by the HNB. 

RABSuccessPS
HSPA uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration for the counter 
t that is incremented 
whenever a RAB 
Assignment Response 
message is sent to the CN 
for the PS domain which 
includes a RABs Setup or 
Modify List entry for a RAB 
that was allocated a HSPA 
radio channel by the HNB 
(HSDPA, HSUPA or both). 

RABReleaseCS
Sum uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration for the counter 
representing the sum of all 
RABReleaseCS(type) 
counters. 

RABReleaseCS uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration common to all 
RABReleaseCS(type) 
counters. 

RABReleasePS
Sum uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration for the counter 
representing the sum of all 
RABReleasePS(type) 
counters. 

RABReleasePS uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration common to all 
RABReleasePS(type) 
counters. 
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UserDataVolume
Onloaded uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration common to all 
UserDataVolumeOnloaded 
counters 

UserDataVolume
OffloadedLIPA uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration common to all 
UserDataVolumeOffloadedL
IPA counters 

AMRCallsDurati
on uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration for the counter 
representing the AMR Calls 
Duration metric.  This 
represents the total lifetime 
in seconds of all established 
CS AMR RABs since the 
last HNB reboot/restart. At 
HNB reboot/restart the 
metric is reset to zero. 
 
For internal tracking, the 
value need not be updated 
in 'real time' while a call is in 
progress. It may be updated 
whenever an AMR RAB 
service ends with the period 
that specific RAB service 
was established for. Events 
that define the start time of a 
RAB service are successful 
RAB setup or modification of 
an existing CS RAB to AMR 
(which is not currently 
supported). Events that may 
trigger the end of a RAB 
service are RAB 
Assignment 
deletion/release, Iu release, 
RANAP Reset, RANAP 
Reset Resource, the cell 
being taken out of service 
(eg. due to OAM), or RAB 
Assignment modification to 
a different service type 
(which is not currently 
supported). 
 
It will be a cumulative value 
(not reset at each PM 
collection or pegging 
interval). 
 
The metric will be reported 
as a uint32 [0.. 4294967295] 
in units of seconds. 
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CSVideoCallsDu
ration uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration for the counter 
representing the CS Video 
Calls Duration metric.  This 
represents the total lifetime 
in seconds of all established 
CS Video RABs since the 
last HNB reboot/restart. At 
HNB reboot/restart the 
metric is reset to zero. 
 
For internal tracking, the 
value need not be updated 
in 'real time' while a call is in 
progress. It may be updated 
whenever a CS Video RAB 
service ends with the period 
that specific RAB service 
was established for. Events 
that define the start time of a 
RAB service are successful 
RAB setup or modification of 
an existing CS RAB to 
Video (which is not currently 
supported). Events that may 
trigger the end of a RAB 
service are RAB 
Assignment 
deletion/release, Iu release, 
RANAP Reset, RANAP 
Reset Resource, the cell 
being taken out of service 
(eg. due to OAM), or RAB 
Assignment modification to 
a different service type 
(which is not currently 
supported). 
 
It will be a cumulative value 
(not reset at each PM 
collection or pegging 
interval). 
 
The metric will be reported 
as a uint32 [0.. 4294967295] 
in units of seconds. 

SMSAttempts uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration common to all 
SMSAttempt PM counters. 

SMSSuccess uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration common to all 
SMSSuccess PM counters. 
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MaxCSPagingBu
rst uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This counter records the 
high water mark for a burst 
of CS Paging requests 
received from the CN within 
the granularity/pegging 
period. 
The bursts are measured 
across quantized periods of 
1 minute, ie. the number of 
CS paging requests 
received within a 1 minute 
window. As there are 
multiple of these quantized 
periods per granularity 
period, the value reported at 
the end of the granularity 
period is the maximum of all 
the quantum periods within 
the granularity period. 

MaxPSPagingBu
rst uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This counter records the 
high water mark for a burst 
of PS Paging requests 
received from the CN within 
the granularity/pegging 
period. 
The bursts are measured 
across quantized periods of 
1 minute, ie. the number of 
PS paging requests 
received within a 1 minute 
window. As there are 
multiple of these quantized 
periods per granularity 
period, the value reported at 
the end of the granularity 
period is the maximum of all 
the quantum periods within 
the granularity period. 

SmallCellErlang
Metrics uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This pegging control 
enables all Erlang counters. 

CSFB uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This pegging control 
enables all CSFB counters. 

NBAMRtoWBAM
RAttempt uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RAB modification from 
NBAMR to WBAMR 
attempts for CS Voice calls 

WBAMRtoNBAM
RAttempt uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RAB modification from 
WBAMR to NBAMR 
attempts for CS Voice calls 

NBAMRtoWBAM
RSuccess uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RAB modification from 
NBAMR to WBAMR 
success for CS Voice calls 

WBAMRtoNBAM
RSuccess uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RAB modification from 
WBAMR to NBAMR 
success for CS Voice calls 

RBReleaseAtte
mpts uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RRC RadioBearerRelease 

RBReleaseSucc
ess 

uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RRC 
RadioBearerReleaseCompl
ete 
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RadioBearerRec
onfAttempts 

uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RRC Radio Bearer 
Reconfiguration except the 
ones triggered by inter-
frequency hard handovers. 

RadioBearerRec
onfSuccess 

uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

RRC Radio Bearer 
Reconfiguration Complete 
except the ones triggered by 
inter-frequency hard 
handovers 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Pe

rfMgmt.X_UBIQ
UISYS_COM_R
eports.Customer

BehaviourData object         none 

Counters that are 
associated with customer 
behaviour. 
The attribute value is the 
period between which the 
counts are pegged. Valid 
values are: 
0 = off 
1 = 15 mins 
2 = 30 mins 
3 = 1 hour 
4 = 6 hours 
5 = 12 hours 
6 = 24 hours 

CSAttachAccept
s uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of CS attach 
requests from Ues that have 
been accepted 

CSAttachRejects uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of CS attach 
requests from Ues that have 
been rejected 

PSAttachAccept
s uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of PS attach 
requests from Ues that have 
been accepted 

PSAttachRejects uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of PS attach 
requests from Ues that have 
been rejected 

ExplicitCSDetac
h uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of UEs that have 
explicitly CS detached from 
the AP 

ExplicitPSDetac
h uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of UEs that have 
explicitly PS detached from 
the AP 

NumberAttached
Users uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of UEs attached in 
either idle mode or in a call 

NonCSGUEClos
edAccessAttemp
ts uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of camping 
attempts made by non-CSG 
capable UEs while the HNB 
is configured to perform 
access control checks. 

NonCSGUEClos
edAccessAccept
ed uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of non-CSG 
capable UEs allowed to 
camp while the HNB is 
configured to perform 
access control checks. 

NonCSGUEClos
edAccessIdentity
Disallowed uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of rejected camping 
attempts for non-CSG 
capable UEs due to not 
being configured in the 
AccessControlList (and the 
HNB is configured to 
perform access control 
checks). 
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NonCSGUEClos
edAccessReject
edOther uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of failed camping 
attempts for non-CSG 
capable UEs for reasons 
other than access control 
checking (and the HNB is 
configured to perform 
access control checks). 

ServiceBasedAc
cessControlRelo
cAttempts uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration common to the 
ServiceBasedAccessControl
RelocAtempts PM counter 

ServiceBasedAc
cessControlRRC
Release uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration common to the 
ServiceBasedAccessControl
RRCRelease PM counter 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Pe

rfMgmt.X_UBIQ
UISYS_COM_R
eports.Handout object         none 

Counters that are 
associated with handout 
The attribute value is the 
period between which the 
counts are pegged. Valid 
values are: 
0 = off 
1 = 15 mins 
2 = 30 mins 
3 = 1 hour 
4 = 6 hours 
5 = 12 hours 
6 = 24 hours 

IntraRATRelocati
onPrepAttempts uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

IntraRATRelocati
onPrepSuccess uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

IntraRATRelocati
onPrepFailTREL
OCAllocExpiry uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

IntraRATRelocati
onPrepFailReloc
ationCancelled uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

IntraRATRelocati
onPrepFailReloc
ationFailure uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

IntraRATRelocati
onPrepFailOther
Causes uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

IntraRATRelocati
onExecutionCSA
ttempts uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

IntraRATRelocati
onExecutionPSA
ttempts uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

IntraRATRelocati
onExecutionCSS
uccess uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

IntraRATRelocati
onExecutionPSS
uccess uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

IntraRATRelocati
onExecutionCSF
ailConfigUnacce
ptable uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

IntraRATRelocati
onExecutionCSF
ailPhysChanFail uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 
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IntraRATRelocati
onExecutionCSF
ailProtocolError uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

IntraRATRelocati
onExecutionCSF
ailOtherCause uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

IntraRATRelocati
onExecutionPSF
ailConfigUnacce
ptable uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

IntraRATRelocati
onExecutionPSF
ailPhysChanFail uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

IntraRATRelocati
onExecutionPSF
ailProtocolError uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

IntraRATRelocati
onExecutionPSF
ailOtherCause uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

InterRATRelocati
onPrepAttempts uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

InterRATRelocati
onPrepSuccess uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

InterRATRelocati
onPrepFailTREL
OCAllocExpiry uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

InterRATRelocati
onPrepFailReloc
ationCancelled uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

InterRATRelocati
onPrepFailReloc
ationFailure uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

InterRATRelocati
onPrepFailOther
Causes uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

InterRATRelocati
onExecutionCSA
ttempts uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

InterRATRelocati
onExecutionPSA
ttempts uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

InterRATRelocati
onExecutionCSS
uccess uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

InterRATRelocati
onExecutionPSS
uccess uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

InterRATRelocati
onExecutionCSF
ailConfigUnacce
ptable uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

InterRATRelocati
onExecutionCSF
ailPhysChanFail uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

InterRATRelocati
onExecutionCSF
ailProtocolError uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

InterRATRelocati
onExecutionCSF
ailOtherCause uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 
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InterRATRelocati
onExecutionPSF
ailConfigUnacce
ptable uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

InterRATRelocati
onExecutionPSF
ailPhysChanFail uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

InterRATRelocati
onExecutionPSF
ailProtocolError uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

InterRATRelocati
onExecutionPSF
ailOtherCause uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

  

IntraRATRelocati
onPrepFailNoRe
ply uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration for the counter 
pegged for each SRNS 
Relocation preparation 
failure towards an Intra-RAT 
target cell where relocation 
guard timer TRELOCprep 
expires before any response 
is received to the RANAP 
Relocation Required 
message. 

InterRATRelocati
onPrepFailNoRe
ply uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration for the counter 
pegged for each SRNS 
Relocation preparation 
failure towards an Inter-RAT 
target cell where relocation 
guard timer TRELOCprep 
expires before any response 
is received to the RANAP 
Relocation Required 
message. 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Pe

rfMgmt.X_UBIQ
UISYS_COM_R
eports.IurhHand

over object         none 

Counters that are 
associated with Iurh 
handover 

DirectLinkContro
l uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This enables the counters 
relating to the management 
of peer-peer Iurh links 

DirectHandoutSu
m uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This enables the counter 
representing the sum of all 
handout related counters on 
the associated domain 
specific and multi-domain 
counters. 

DirectHandoutC
S uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This pegging control 
enables all Iurh handout 
related counters on the CS-
domain. 

DirectHandoutP
S uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This pegging control 
enables all Iurh handout 
related counters on the PS-
domain. 

DirectHandoutM
ulti uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This pegging control 
enables all Iurh handout 
related multi-domain 
counters. 
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DirectHandoutTi
me uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This pegging control 
enables all Iurh handout 
counters pertaining to 
measurement of signalling 
timing, regardless of domain 

DirectHandinSu
m uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This enables the counter 
representing the sum of all 
handin related counters on 
the associated domain 
specific and multi-domain 
counters. 

DirectHandinCS uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This pegging control 
enables all Iurh handin 
related counters on the CS-
domain. 

DirectHandinPS uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This pegging control 
enables all Iurh handin 
related counters on the PS-
domain. 

DirectHandinMul
ti uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This pegging control 
enables all Iurh handin 
related multi-domain 
counters. 

DirectHandinTim
e uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This pegging control 
enables all Iurh handin 
counters pertaining to 
measurement of signalling 
timing, regardless of domain 

DirectCSUPDela
y uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This control enables the 
counter which holds the 
average time between RRC 
RB Reconfiguration 
Complete being received 
and the first RTP frame from 
the HNB-GW/CN being 
received off the network 
interface at the tHNB; 
averaged across all CS 
RABs handed-in via Direct 
(LAN based) Iurh 
connections. 
The value is a signed 
integer of millisecond units, 
10ms accuracy. The value is 
reset at the start of each 
pegging period. 
Positive values show the 
time taken for the RTP to 
arrive after the RRC 
message was received; 
negative values show the 
RTP stream arrived before 
the RRC message was 
received. 
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DirectCSUPFwd
Latency uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This enables the counters 
holding the average and 
high water mark maximum 
time difference between Iu-
UP frames received on the 
Direct (LAN based) Iurh CS 
forwarding path relative to 
those received from the 
HNB-GW/CN path. 
The value is a signed 
integer of millisecond units, 
10ms accuracy. The value is 
reset at the start of each 
pegging period. 
Positive values show the 
forwarded frames are 
received after the equivalent 
CN frames, negative values 
show the forwarded frames 
are received in advance of 
CN frames. 

DirectPSUPFwd
Volume uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This pegging control 
enables counters for 
forwarded DL PS data via a 
Direct (LAN based) Iurh 
connection. 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Pe

rfMgmt.X_UBIQ
UISYS_COM_R

eports.Timing object         none 

Counters that are 
associated with timing 
The attribute value is the 
period between which the 
counts are pegged. Valid 
values are: 
0 = off 
1 = 15 mins 
2 = 30 mins 
3 = 1 hour 
4 = 6 hours 
5 = 12 hours 
6 = 24 hours 

HoldoverPeriodE
xceeded uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of times the 
holdover period has been 
exceeded 

APFrequencyMo
difiedByIPT uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of times the AP 
frequency has been 
modified by IP timing 

APFrequencyMo
difiedByMacroSn
iff3G uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of times the AP 
frequency has been 
modified by 3G macro 
sniffing 

APFrequencyMo
difiedByMacroSn
iff2G uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of times the AP 
frequency has been 
modified by 2G macro 
sniffing 

APFrequencyMo
difiedByGPS uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of times the AP 
frequency has been 
modified by GPS timing 
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FastIPTRuns uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 
Number of times Fast IP 
timing has run 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Pe

rfMgmt.X_UBIQ
UISYS_COM_R
eports.Backhaul object         none 

Counters that are 
associated with the 
backhaul ethernet 
connection 
The attribute value is the 
period between which the 
counts are pegged. Valid 
values are: 
0 = off 
1 = 15 mins 
2 = 30 mins 
3 = 1 hour 
4 = 6 hours 
5 = 12 hours 
6 = 24 hours 

NumberOfTxByt
es uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of bytes transmitted 
by the AP over the backhaul 

NumberOfRxByt
es uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of bytes received 
by the AP over the backhaul 

NumberOfTxPac
kets uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of packets 
transmitted by the AP over 
the backhaul 

NumberOfRxPac
kets uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of packets received 
by the AP over the backhaul 

NumberOfRxErr
orPackets uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of errored packets 
received by the AP over the 
backhaul 

NumberOfRxDro
ppedPackets uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of dropped packets 
detected by the AP received 
on the backhaul 

CSULJitterThres
holdExceeded uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of times the UL 
Jitter limit is exceeded. 
Marked with HMS 
visibility=none since 
dynamic BQoS currently 
unsupported 

CSDLJitterThres
holdExceeded uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of times the DL 
Jitter limit is exceeded 
Marked with HMS 
visibility=none since 
dynamic BQoS currently 
unsupported 

CSULPacketLos
sThresholdExce
eded uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of times the UL 
Packet Loss limit is 
exceeded 
Marked with HMS 
visibility=none since 
dynamic BQoS currently 
unsupported 

CSDLPacketLos
sThresholdExce
eded uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of times the DL 
Packet Loss limit is 
exceeded 
Marked with HMS 
visibility=none since 
dynamic BQoS currently 
unsupported 

CSFrameRTDel
ayThresholdExc
eeded uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of times the Round-
Trip Delay limit is exceeded 
Marked with HMS 
visibility=none since 
dynamic BQoS currently 
unsupported 
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NumberOfServic
eAffectingStaticB
ackhaulQoSAlar
ms uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of times the 
ServiceAffectingStaticBackh
aulQoS alarm has been 
raised 

SeGWIPSecCon
nectionSuccess uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of IPSec 
Reconnections after service 
outage 

NumberOfPeriod
icStaticMeasure
mentSkips uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Number of times that the 
periodic static BQoS 
measurement has been 
skipped due to calls or loss 
of connectivity 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Pe

rfMgmt.X_UBIQ
UISYS_COM_R
eports.Cellbroad

cast object         none 

Counters that are 
associated with call quality. 
The attribute value is the 
period between which the 
counts are pegged. Valid 
values are: 
0 = off 
1 = 15 mins 
2 = 30 mins 
3 = 1 hour 
4 = 6 hours 
5 = 12 hours 
6 = 24 hours 

CBSMessageRe
ceived uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This counter is incremented 
whenever the HNB receives 
a SABP Write-Receive 
message containing an SAI 
value valid for this HNB, the 
message contains a CBS 
message for delivery over 
the Uu interface, and the 
HNB is able to read the CBS 
message. 

CBSMessageDel
ivered uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This counter is incremented 
whenever the HNB delivers 
a CBS message over the Uu 
interface (each repetition of 
a single CBS message is 
counted). 

CBSMessageFai
lSum uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This counter is incremented 
whenever a CBS message 
cannot be delivered over the 
Uu interface due to internal 
HNB issues (failures in each 
repetition of a single CBS 
message are counted). 

SABP uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This is common pegging 
control for all SABP 
Counters. 
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InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Pe

rfMgmt.X_UBIQ
UISYS_COM_R

eports.Handin object         none 

Counters that are 
associated with handin 
The attribute value is the 
period between which the 
counts are pegged. Valid 
values are: 
0 = off 
1 = 15 mins 
2 = 30 mins 
3 = 1 hour 
4 = 6 hours 
5 = 12 hours 
6 = 24 hours 

IntraRATInbound
RelocationCSRe
quested uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This counter is incremented 
upon reception of a RANAP 
Relocation Request 
message for the CS domain 
and for which the source 
RAT is UTRAN 

IntraRATInbound
RelocationCSAc
cepted uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This counter is incremented 
when the HNB sends a 
RANAP Relocation Request 
Acknowledge for the CS 
domain and for a relocation 
initiated from a UTRAN 
source. 

IntraRATInbound
RelocationCSRej
ected uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This counter is incremented 
when the HNB sends a 
RANAP Relocation Failure 
for the CS domain and for a 
relocation initiated from a 
UTRAN source. The 
relocation was rejected 
because the HNB could not 
allocate the necessary 
resources due to 
congestion. 

IntraRATInbound
RelocationCSCo
mpleted uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This counter is incremented 
when the HNB sends a 
RANAP Relocation 
Complete for the CS domain 
and for a relocation initiated 
from a UTRAN source. 

IntraRATInbound
RelocationCSCa
ncelledBeforeDe
tect uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This counter is incremented 
when the HNB receives a 
RANAP Iu Release 
Command for the CS 
domain with which the CN 
terminates a relocation 
initiated from a UTRAN 
source. The Iu Release 
Command is received 
before the HNB has sent 
Relocation Detect. 

IntraRATInbound
RelocationCSCa
ncelledBeforeCo
mplete uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This counter is incremented 
when the HNB receives a 
RANAP Iu Release 
Command for the CS 
domain with which the CN 
terminates a relocation 
initiated from a UTRAN 
source. The Iu Release 
Command is received 
before the HNB has sent 
Relocation Complete. 
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InterRATInbound
RelocationCSRe
quested uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This counter is incremented 
upon reception of a RANAP 
Relocation Request 
message for the CS domain 
and for which the source 
RAT is GSM/GERAN. 

InterRATInbound
RelocationCSAc
cepted uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This counter is incremented 
when the HNB sends a 
RANAP Relocation Request 
Acknowledge for the CS 
domain and for a relocation 
initiated from a 
GSM/GERAN source. 

InterRATInbound
RelocationCSRej
ected uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This counter is incremented 
when the HNB sends a 
RANAP Relocation Failure 
for the CS domain and for a 
relocation initiated from a 
GSM/GERAN source. The 
relocation was rejected 
because the HNB could not 
allocate the necessary 
resources due to 
congestion. 

InterRATInbound
RelocationCSCo
mpleted uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This counter is incremented 
when the HNB sends a 
RANAP Relocation 
Complete for the CS domain 
and for a relocation initiated 
from a GSM/GERAN 
source. 

InterRATInbound
RelocationCSCa
ncelledBeforeDe
tect uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This counter is incremented 
when the HNB receives a 
RANAP Iu Release 
Command for the CS 
domain with which the CN 
terminates a relocation 
initiated from a 
GSM/GERAN source. The 
Iu Release Command is 
received before the HNB 
has sent Relocation Detect. 

InterRATInbound
RelocationCSCa
ncelledBeforeCo
mplete uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This counter is incremented 
when the HNB receives a 
RANAP Iu Release 
Command for the CS 
domain with which the CN 
terminates a relocation 
initiated from a 
GSM/GERAN source. The 
Iu Release Command is 
received before the HNB 
has sent Relocation 
Complete 

IntraRATInbound
RelocationPSRe
quested uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This counter is incremented 
upon reception of a RANAP 
Relocation Request 
message for the PS domain 
and for which the source 
RAT is UTRAN 

IntraRATInbound
RelocationPSAc
cepted uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This controls a counter 
incremented when the HNB 
sends a RANAP Relocation 
Request Acknowledge for 
the PS domain and for a 
relocation initiated from a 
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UTRAN or GERAN Iu-mode 
source. 

IntraRATInbound
RelocationPSRej
ected uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This counter control is 
associated with a number of 
performance counters  
incremented when the HNB 
sends a RANAP Relocation 
Failure for the PS domain 
and for a relocation initiated 
from a UTRAN or GERAN 
Iu-mode source.  A number 
of failure causes are tracked 
by individual counters all 
managed by this control. 

IntraRATInbound
RelocationPSCo
mpleted uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This controls a counter 
incremented when the HNB 
sends a RANAP Relocation 
Complete for the PS domain 
and for a relocation initiated 
from a UTRAN or GERAN 
Iu-mode source. 

IntraRATInbound
RelocationPSCa
ncelledBeforeDe
tect uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This controls a counter  
incremented when the HNB 
receives a RANAP Iu 
Release Command for the 
PS domain with which the 
CN terminates a relocation 
initiated from a UTRAN or 
GERAN Iu-mode source. 
The Iu Release Command is 
received before the HNB 
has sent Relocation Detect. 

IntraRATInbound
RelocationPSCa
ncelledBeforeCo
mplete uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This controls a counter  
incremented when the HNB 
receives a RANAP Iu 
Release Command for the 
PS domain with which the 
CN terminates a relocation 
initiated from a UTRAN or 
GERAN Iu-mode source. 
The Iu Release Command is 
received before the HNB 
has sent Relocation 
Complete. 

InterRATInbound
RelocationPSRe
quested uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This controls a counter 
incremented upon reception 
of a RANAP Relocation 
Request message for the 
PS domain and for which 
the source RAT is 
GSM/GERAN. 

InterRATInbound
RelocationPSAc
cepted uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This counter is incremented 
when the HNB sends a 
RANAP Relocation Request 
Acknowledge for the PS 
domain and for a relocation 
initiated from a 
GSM/GERAN A/Gb mode 
source. 
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InterRATInbound
RelocationPSRej
ected uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This counter control is 
associated with a number of 
performance counters 
incremented when the HNB 
sends a RANAP Relocation 
Failure for the PS domain 
and for a relocation initiated 
from a GSM/GERAN A/Gb 
mode source.  A number of 
failure causes are tracked 
by individual counters all 
managed by this control. 

InterRATInbound
RelocationPSCo
mpleted uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This controls a counter 
incremented when the HNB 
sends a RANAP Relocation 
Complete for the PS domain 
and for a relocation initiated 
from a GSM/GERAN A/Gb 
mode source. 

InterRATInbound
RelocationPSCa
ncelledBeforeDe
tect uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This controls a counter 
incremented when the HNB 
receives a RANAP Iu 
Release Command for the 
PS domain with which the 
CN terminates a relocation 
initiated from a 
GSM/GERAN A/Gb mode 
source. The Iu Release 
Command is received 
before the HNB has sent 
Relocation Detect. 

InterRATInbound
RelocationPSCa
ncelledBeforeCo
mplete uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

This counter is incremented 
when the HNB receives a 
RANAP Iu Release 
Command for the PS 
domain with which the CN 
terminates a relocation 
initiated from a 
GSM/GERAN A/Gb mode 
source. The Iu Release 
Command is received 
before the HNB has sent 
Relocation Complete. 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.Pe

rfMgmt.X_UBIQ
UISYS_COM_R
eports.FAPStatu

s object         none 

Counters that are 
associated with FAP status 
The attribute value is the 
period between which the 
counts are pegged. Valid 
values are: 
0 = off 
1 = 15 mins 
2 = 30 mins 
3 = 1 hour 
4 = 6 hours 
5 = 12 hours 
6 = 24 hours 
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CellStatus uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Current value of the 
InternetGatewayDevice.Ser
vices.FAPService.1.FAPCo
ntrol.RFTxStatus database 
variable recorded at the 
pegging interval.  This will 
be reported in the same 
format as the RFTxStatus 
parameter [0..1].  Value 1 
should be considered by the 
PMS as cell being up and 
providing service to UEs. 

Uptime uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Current value of the 
InternetGatewayDevice.Devi
ceInfo.UpTime database 
variable recorded at the 
pegging interval.  Note that 
this is a cumulative value so 
does not reset to zero at the 
start of the next pegging 
period.  If the value goes 
down then it means the FAP 
has rebooted between the 
two pegging periods 

REMScans uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration for the 
REMScans metric 
representing the counter 
following any complete radio 
scan of the 2G frequencies 
and 3G frequency bands 
and primary scrambling 
codes selected by the 
Operator. (Boot, periodic 
and scheduled scans are 
included.)  

CellUptime uint32 0 6 1 no reboot none 

Pegging interval 
enumeration for the Cell 
Uptime metric representing 
the time in seconds that the 
HNB cell has been enabled 
for transmission/reception 
since the last HNB 
reboot/restart. At HNB 
reboot/restart the metric is 
reset to zero. 
 
If the HNB is functioning but 
the cell is not enabled for 
any reason, either local to 
the HNB or due to HMS or 
HNB-GW interaction, then 
the metric does not increase 
during this period. 
 
It will be a cumulative value 
(not reset at each PM 
collection or pegging 
interval). 
 
The Cell Uptime will be 
reported in the same format 
as in the TR069 standard 
(seconds) uint32 [0.. 
4294967295]. 
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InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.X_
UBIQUISYS_CO
M_Diagnostics object           

  

PostEventUploa
dUsername string 0 256 "" no reboot none 

The account name to use 
when uploading files to the 
Post Event Diagnostics 
server. 

PostEventUploa
dPassword string 0 256 "" no reboot none 

The account password to 
use when uploading files to 
the Post Event Diagnostics 
server. 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.X_
UBIQUISYS_CO
M_IPTiming. object             

TimingServerInst
anceDeleteAllIns
tances boolean 0 1 0 reboot none 

When this parameter is set 
to true, all instances of the 
TimingServerInstance object 
will be deleted. Tthe 
parameter is locally cleared 
to false by the HNB. 

DisableIPTWhen
InMacroCoverag
e boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Disable IP timing when in 
macro coverage (reduces 
unnecessary DSL traffic) 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.X_
UBIQUISYS_CO
M_BackhaulQoS object             

BandwidthServer string 0 255 "" no reboot none 

Server address for QoS 
download tests (FQDN or IP 
address) 

BandwidthFile string 0 255 "" no reboot none 
File on server to download 
for QoS tests 

BandwidthLogin string 0 20 "" no reboot none Server login id 

BandwidthPassw
ord string 0 20 "" no reboot none Server password 

InitialMeasureme
ntEnabled boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

Configures whether full 
backhaul QoS measurement 
is performed after the next 
reboot. Cleared by the AP 
when measurements 
completed. 

InitialMeasureme
ntDuration uint32 1 1440 1440 no reboot none 

Duration of full backhaul 
measurement procedure 
(minutes). Incorporates one 
or more measurements 
spaced apart by the 
InitialMeasurementInterval 

InitialMeasureme
ntInterval uint32 1 1440 60 no reboot none 

Time between each 
bandwidth test within the 
InitialMeasurementDuration 
period (minutes) 

PeriodicMeasure
mentEnabled boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

Configures whether periodic 
backhaul QoS 
measurements are 
performed once initial 
measurement period has 
elapsed. 

PeriodicMeasure
mentInterval uint32 1 1440 420 no reboot none 

Time between each periodic 
bandwidth test (minutes) 
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CSULJitterThres
hold uint32 0 200 40 reboot none 

Acceptable limit for inter-
arrival jitter of UL RTP 
frames. A value of zero 
disables this threshold from 
use by the dynamic BQoS 
feature. (ms) 

CSDLJitterThres
hold uint32 0 200 40 reboot none 

Acceptable limit for inter-
arrival jitter of DL RTP 
frames. A value of zero 
disables this threshold from 
use by the dynamic BQoS 
feature. (ms) 

CSULPacketLos
sThreshold uint32 0 99 3 reboot none 

Acceptable limit for frame 
loss rate of UL RTP frames. 
A value of zero disables this 
threshold from use by the 
dynamic BQoS feature. 
(percentage) 

CSDLPacketLos
sThreshold uint32 0 99 3 reboot none 

Acceptable limit for frame 
loss rate of DL RTP frames. 
A value of zero disables this 
threshold from use by the 
dynamic BQoS feature. 
(percentage) 

CSFrameRTDel
ayThreshold uint32 0 600 160 reboot none 

Acceptable limit for Round-
Trip Delay. A value of zero 
disables this threshold from 
use by the dynamic BQoS 
feature. (ms) 

ServiceAffecting
StaticBackhaulAl
armBehaviour enumeration 0 1 

"Continue with 
service" no reboot none 

Action to take after raising 
the 
ServiceAffectingStaticBackh
aulQoS alarm: 
- Continue with service 
- Inhibit service 

RecoveryMeasur
ementEnabled boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

Configures whether 
Recovery Backhaul QoS 
measurements are 
performed after 
ServiceAffectingStaticBackh
aulQoS alarm has been 
raised 

RecoveryMeasur
ementInterval uint32 1 1440 420 no reboot none 

Time between each 
recovery bandwidth test 
(minutes) 

ServiceAffecting
StaticBackhaulL
EDEnable enumeration 0 1 

"Show special 
LED pattern" no reboot none 

Enable use of special LED 
pattern to indicate presence 
of 
ServiceAffectingStaticBackh
aulQoS condition: 
 - Show normal LED pattern 
(depending on service state) 
when this alarm condition is 
present  
 - Show special LED pattern 
when this alarm condition is 
present regardless of 
service state 

MandatoryInitial
MeasurementBef
oreService enumeration 0 1 

"Allow service  
before initial 

measurement" no reboot none 

Enable prevention of service 
until after initial static 
measurement has 
completed: 
- Allow service  before initial 
measurement 
- Prevent service  before 
initial measurement 
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InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.X_
UBIQUISYS_CO
M_LocalGUI object             

EnableLocalGUI boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

Enable the local owner GUI 
(available on development, 
trials and commercial units) 

OwnerUIPwd string 4 10 "0000" no reboot none 
Password to access local 
owner GUI. 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.X_
UBIQUISYS_CO
M_Licencing object             

TriggerLicenceD
ownload boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

Set to TRUE from ZMS to 
initate a licence download 
and is reset to FALSE by 
the FAP when the download 
is complete. 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.X_
UBIQUISYS_CO
M_Licencing.Fea
tures object           

  

tls_support boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

Shows whether 
TransportLayerSecurity is 
licenced for use 

Enterprise boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

Shows whether the 
Enterprise solution and all 
parameters under 
Device.X_UBIQUISYS_CO
M_ZAP.Services.Enterprise 
are licenced for use 

tls_10_support boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 
Shows whether TLS 1.0 is 
licenced for use 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.X_
UBIQUISYS_CO
M_Licencing.Op
eratorOverride object             

HSUPACAT4_2
9 boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the HSUPACAT4_29 
feature.  Setting this to 
TRUE in the absence of a 
valid licence will have no 
effect. 

HSUPACAT6_5
74 boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the HSUPACAT6_574 
feature.  Setting this to 
TRUE in the absence of a 
valid licence will have no 
effect. 

HSDPA14Codes boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the HSDPA14Codes 
feature.  Setting this to 
TRUE in the absence of a 
valid licence will have no 
effect. 
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HSDPA_plus boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the EvolvedHSDPA (aka 
HSDPA+) feature.  Setting 
this to TRUE in the absence 
of a valid licence will have 
no effect. 

Calls8 boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the Calls8 feature.  
Setting this to TRUE in the 
absence of a valid licence 
will have no effect. 

Calls16 boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the Calls16 feature.  
Setting this to TRUE in the 
absence of a valid licence 
will have no effect. 

Enterprise boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the Enterprise feature.  
Setting this to TRUE in the 
absence of a valid licence 
will have no effect. 

ExtendedRange boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the ExtendedRange 
feature.  Setting this to 
TRUE in the absence of a 
valid licence will have no 
effect. 

LocalLANTrace boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the LocalLANTrace 
feature.  Setting this to 
TRUE in the absence of a 
valid licence will have no 
effect. 

RTPMultiplexing boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the RTPMultiplexing 
feature.  Setting this to 
TRUE in the absence of a 
valid licence will have no 
effect. 

HandInRelocatio
n boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the CS/PS Hand-In 
feature.  Setting this to 
TRUE in the absence of a 
valid licence will have no 
effect. 

StraddledCarrier boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the straddled carrier 
feature.  Setting this to 
TRUE in the absence of a 
valid licence will have no 
effect. 

WB_AMR boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the WB-AMR feature.  
Setting this to TRUE in the 
absence of a valid licence 
will have no effect. 
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LoadBasedCove
rageTuning boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the Load Based 
Coverage Tuning feature.  
Setting this to TRUE in the 
absence of a valid licence 
will have no effect. 

MedMobCap boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the Medium User 
Mobility feature.  Setting this 
to TRUE in the absence of a 
valid licence will have no 
effect. 

HiMobCap boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the High User Mobility 
feature.  Setting this to 
TRUE in the absence of a 
valid licence will have no 
effect. 

HiData boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the high Aggregate Data 
Throughput feature.  Setting 
this to TRUE in the absence 
of a valid licence will have 
no effect. 

OperatorGUI boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the OperatorGUI feature.  
Setting this to TRUE in the 
absence of a valid licence 
will have no effect. 

OpenAccessMod
e boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the Open Access Mode.  
Setting this to TRUE in the 
absence of a valid licence 
will have no effect. 

SemiOpenAcces
sMode boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the Semi Open Access 
Mode.  Setting this to TRUE 
in the absence of a valid 
licence will have no effect. 

Cell_PCH_FD boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the CELL_PCH and fast 
dormancy feature.  Setting 
this to TRUE in the absence 
of a valid licence will have 
no effect. 

CellBroadCast boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 
Shows whether Cell 
Broadcast is licenced or not. 

tls_support boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Shows whether 
TransportLayerSecurity is 
licenced or not. 

tls_10_support boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 
Shows whether TLS 1.0 is 
licenced or not. 
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LTE_Mob boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the LTE_Mob (e.g. 
SIB19 or CSMT features). 
Setting this to TRUE in the 
absence of a valid licence 
will have no effect. 

IurhHandover boolean 0 1 1 reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the Iurh Handover 
feature. Setting this to 
TRUE in the absence of a 
valid licence will have no 
effect. 

ActiveSON boolean 0 1 1 reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the Active SON feature. 
Setting this to TRUE in the 
absence of a valid licence 
will have no effect. 

QSS_HSCO_HA
NR_Support boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Shows whether support for 
Cisco QSS HSCO and 
HANR is licenced or not 

LIPA boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the LIPA. Setting this to 
TRUE in the absence of a 
valid licence will have no 
effect. 

UL_Traffic_Shap
ing boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the UL Traffic Shaping. 
Setting this to TRUE in the 
absence of a valid licence 
will have no effect. 

Sniff_900MHz boolean 0 1 1 no reboot none 

Set to FALSE from the ZMS 
to override a granted licence 
for the 900 MHz G3 sniff 
support. Setting this to 
TRUE in the absence of a 
valid licence will have no 
effect. 

InternetGateway
Device.Services.
FAPService.1.X_
PARTNER_CO
M_Licencing object         none   

EnableHandover
ToMacro boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

Enable the feature "hand-
over to macro cells". (Note, 
this includes HO to Femto 
and Macro - there is no 
differentiation) 

EnableHSDPA3
P6Mbit boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

Enable the feature 
"HSDPA3.6". 

EnableHSDPA7
P2Mbit boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

Enable the feature 
"HSDPA7.2". 

EnableHSDPA1
4P4Mbit boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

Enable the feature 
"HSDPA14.4". 

EnableHSUPA1
P4Mbit boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

Enable the feature 
"HSUPA1.4". 

EnableHSUPA5
P7Mbit boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

Enable the feature 
"HSUPA5.7". 

EnableHandinFr
omMacro boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

Enable the feature "hand-in 
from macro" 

EnableFemtoTo
FemtoHO boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

Enable the feature "femto to 
femto HO" 
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X_UBIQUISYS_
COM_MUX_Ena
ble boolean 0 1 0 no reboot none 

Enable or Disable of RTP 
Voice/Video multiplexing 

EnableDL64QA
M 

boolean 0 1 0 no reboot 
none 

Enable HSDPA+ 

 

3.2 Customer Fixes Included in this Release 

3.2.1 BV3.7.0.27-29 

Summary Priority Partner Issue Tracking Id(s) 

T-com manufactured HNB fail to FR if DHCP is not ready 
on power on 

Blocker CSCva77346 

Following issues were resolved as part of this Customer 
issue: 

• IPT Start/Stop causes K value to be written 
incorrectly 
 

• IPT not starting correctly after swap from 2g macro 
source 

 

Critical CSCuy78385 

Get live data fails with RMS routing in NETC tables Critical CSCva27808 

AP triggering CN based handover for FACH user towards 
wrong cell 

Major CSCuy47346 

Measurement control sent in FACH causes certain UE 
types to crash 

Major CSCvb09622 

Slow DHCP server response results in FAP failing to start 
 

Major CSCuw36013 

CS Iu Release counters are pegged during PS dropped 
calls resulting in negative DCR 

Minor CSCux80169 

IP-forwarding should be disabled in FAP 
 

Minor CSCva20224 

 

3.2.2 BV3.7.0.1-27 

Summary Priority Partner Issue 

Tracking Id(s) 

OAMPC exit with TR069C_Main core, inservice=0 Minor CSCuv48237 

FAP OAMP allowing to change PSC to 0..511 but 

max length allowed is 64 (32 from an RMS 

perspective) 

Minor CSCur19761 
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Firmware upgrade failure at 3.5.12.14 Major CSCux28534 

3.2.3 Improvements 

• SW-23581  AP to send "GatewayMACAddress" parameter as part of the boot inform set of 

parameters sent to RMS 
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4 Installation and Upgrade Notes 

4.1 Installation 

HMS is fully supported from the management server. It is dependent upon the proper HMS server 

application having suitable written and tested configuration scripts. 

CloudBase must be used to configure the small cell from initial start-up. CloudBase is used to give a 

small cell its default network connection parameters and licenses and relies upon the default 

connection parameters and security certificates to have been provided to Cisco prior to needing the 

small cell to be used. Once configured in CloudBase the small cell will contact it over the public 

Internet and receive its configuration and licenses. After which it will start up on a default R3.7 load 

and await connectivity to an HMS system for provisioning of its database parameters and final 

Software Load. If an HMS is not used, then the small cell will wait to be manually provisioned. The 

default CloudBase load must be specified and can be changed by contacting small-cell-

support@cisco.com, the correct image signing policy will also be applied during the configuration of 

the CloudBase profile. 

4.2 Upgrade Paths 

• Upgrades from HNB Management Systems are not supported when migrating between 
R3.3/R3.4/R3.5 to R3.7; this migration must be performed using Factory Recovery from 
CloudBase. 

• Upgrades from HNB Management Systems are supported when migrating between R3.5MR 
to R3.7 provided no license changes are required. 

• Software rollback is only ever possible using Factory Recovery. 

From To License 

updates 

required * 

Software 

Upgrade 

Factory 

Recovery 

R3.4 R3.7 Yes No Yes 

R3.4 R3.7 No Yes Recommended 

** 

R3.5 R3.7 Yes No Yes 

R3.5 R3.7 No Yes Recommended 

** 

R3.5 MR R3.7 No Yes Yes 

 

[**] – The Software Upgrade procedure was improved from release BV3.5.11.15, therefore, Factory 

Recovery is recommended in order to avoid any potential issue for loads prior to that point, including 

R3.4. 
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5 Open and Resolved Bugs 

The open and resolved bugs for this release are accessible through the Cisco Bug Search Tool. This 
web-based tool provides you with access to the Cisco bug tracking system, which maintains 
information about bugs and vulnerabilities in this product and other Cisco hardware and software 
products. 

Note: You must have a Cisco.com account to log in and access the Cisco Bug Search Tool. If you do 
not have one, you can register for an account. 

For more information about the Cisco Bug Search Tool, see the Bug Search Tool Help & FAQ. 

5.1 Open Internal Issues 

The following issues are outstanding at the time of release: 

Partner Id(s) Summary Priority Comment/Update 

Broadcom Case 

ID: 814110 

CSCuq46374,CS

Cut47912,CSCu

q05030 

Hardware Watchdog due to register 

corruption by L1 
Major  

CSCuu33428 Software Watchdog in BV3.5.11.14 Minor  

CSCuu67807 DLMM manager failed, inservice =0 Minor  

CSCva02975 
Indirect Link Counters are not present in the 

PM Comments Block for PM File 
Minor 

 

 

CSCva43272 
SON server coordination failed alarm raised 

by fap but not forwarded to RMS/Prime PC. 
Major  
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6 Related Documentation 

[1] Release Notes for Cisco RAN Management System for Release 5.2 

http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/wireless/access_point/small_cell/rms/r52/release_note

s/b_rms_52_release_notes.html  

7 Obtaining Documentation and Submitting a Service 
Request 

For information on obtaining documentation, using the Cisco Bug Search Tool (BST), submitting a 
service request, and gathering additional information, see What’s New in Cisco Product 
Documentation. 

To receive new and revised Cisco technical content directly to your desktop, you can subscribe to the 

What’s New in Cisco Product Documentation RSS feed. The RSS feeds are a free service. 

 

 


